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Abstract

The goal of performance analysis of business processes is to gain insights into operational processes, for the purpose of optimizing them. To intuitively show which parts of the process might be improved, performance analysis results can be projected onto process models. This way, bottlenecks can quickly be identified and resolved. Unfortunately, existing approaches to project performance information onto process models are limited to models at relatively low levels of abstraction. Given complex processes with many activities and complex case routings, useful insights are hardly obtained from classical process models. Too many details are shown at once, thus making it impossible to see the global picture.

In this thesis, we investigate an approach to project performance information which is obtained from event logs onto models at any level of abstraction. Based on an analysis of existing process models, we propose a process model which can represent processes intuitively, regardless of their complexity. Given such a model and an event log of a process, we propose an approach to calculate performance information of the process. The obtained information is then projected onto the process model such that performance insights can be obtained intuitively. To evaluate the performance and demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we have implemented it in the ProM framework\(^1\) and tested it using various real-life event logs.

**Keywords**: business process performance analysis, process model abstraction, performance projection.

\(^1\)http://www.processmining.org
Executive Summary

Problem Definition

A process model plays a crucial role in business process performance measurement. It does not only provide the necessary information about the way activities are performed, but it can also provide additional insights whenever performance information is projected onto it. Process models with projected performance information can show where exactly bottleneck activities lie, which activities may be affected by them, and which activities cause them.

Exploration of commercial process monitoring tools by Hornix (2007) shows that to obtain such performance representation, a model of the process is required. Constructing a process model is a time-consuming activity. In the AIS group of the Mathematics and Computer Science department of TU/e, the use of event logs to obtain insights into business processes is investigated. Some of the research results are process discovery algorithms which enable process models at different levels of activity abstraction to be constructed from event logs. Figure 1 illustrates several process models of a single process, each with a different level of activity abstraction. Process models with a higher level of abstraction provide less details compared to the models with a lower level of abstraction.

Process model abstraction helps process owners to obtain significant information from a process model based on the detailed model specification. Unfortunately, currently available approaches to measure and visualize performance information are limited to models at a relatively low level of abstraction. In case the process consists of many activities, the model shows too many details such that useful insights are hard to be found.

Research Objective

The described problem leads to the main research objective of this thesis:

*Develop an approach to calculate performance information from both a given event log and a given process model at any level of abstraction, and project the information onto the model.*

The projected performance information should be informative and intuitive. It has to provide some useful insights into business processes and should be understandable by process owners. The approach needs to be robust, i.e. it produces useful performance information and useful insights regardless of the complexity of the business processes.
Research questions

The research objective resulted in the following main research question:

Given a process model at any level of abstraction and an event log, how can we calculate performance information and project it onto the model?

This main question can be divided into three sub-questions:

1. What kind of process models can present a process intuitively, regardless of the complexity of the process?
2. Given an event log and an instance of the model, how can performance information be calculated?
3. How can the information be projected onto the model?

Research Methodology

To satisfy the research objective and answer the research questions, the following steps are taken:

1. Conduct a literature study on business process performance analysis and process mining. Investigate performance metrics on business processes and identify which metrics can be measured from event logs.
2. Analyze intuitive process models, especially the ones which are potentially suitable to project performance information onto.
3. Develop a conceptual process model such that important performance information can be projected onto it intuitively.
4. Develop an approach to calculate performance information based on the conceptual process model.

5. Develop a process model to project the performance information onto.

6. Implement the approach as plugins in ProM\(^2\). In this thesis, the new version of ProM (ProM 2008) is used as an implementation platform rather than the latest released version of ProM (ProM 5).

7. Evaluate the implemented methods using both simulated and real life event logs. Analyze insights into processes which are gained from the constructed models.

Results

In this master thesis, several existing process models have been investigated and their strong and weak points have been analyzed. In addition, process models which are currently used in commercial tools have been explored. Based on the analysis results, only process models that can abstract activities (hiding activities such that they do not appear in the models) and aggregate activities (presenting several activities in a node) are able to present processes intuitively, regardless of their complexity. In addition, they need to have relaxed semantics. Thus, Simple Precedence Diagrams (SPDs) have been introduced as process models which support these features. Three main approaches to obtain SPDs also have been defined: converting existing process models to SPDs, discovering SPDs from event logs, and creating SPDs manually.

To ensure that a substantial number of performance metrics was taken into account, various useful KPIs for business process analysis were investigated. To measure the KPIs, both academic performance measurement approaches and commercial performance measurement approaches (from several leading commercial tools) were analyzed. Based on these approaches, a log replay approach to calculate performance information based on an event log and an SPD has been proposed to address the second research question.

Finally, to address the last research question, two process models are proposed: Fuzzy Performance Diagrams (FPDs) and Aggregated Activities Performance Diagrams (AAPDs) (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The former is basically an SPD with performance information projected onto it and the latter is a model which aggregates activity instances in rectangular elements and shows the performance of each element with respect to one focus element. With both models, performance information can be presented in an intuitive manner.

As a proof of concept, the log replay and all supporting modules have been implemented as ProM plugins. The implemented plugins have been evaluated against various real-life event logs, as well as simulated event logs. Evaluation of the plugins showed that performance information of processes can be obtained easily from the proposed models, regardless of their complexity. Nevertheless, knowledge about the processes and the motivation behind the construction of the process models is essential to interpret the models properly. The implemented plugins also worked

\(^2\)http://www.processmining.org
arguably fast even when dealing with large real-life event logs which represent complex processes. Despite its robustness, the log replay approach still leaves room for improvement. Depending on the complexity of the event logs, the approach is sensitive to a look-ahead value and requires a lot of memory. Further investigation is needed to make it more robust.

**Conclusion**

Complex business processes can only be shown intuitively by process models which support both activity abstraction and aggregation, and have relaxed semantics. The SPD is a model which satisfies these criteria. Therefore, it is able to present even complex processes intuitively. However, the drawback of process models which satisfy these criteria is their inability to describe control flow precisely. Thus, to extract performance information using such models, it is necessary to have a heuristic approach which exploits all available information to determine the control flow of the process. In this thesis, we show that with a simple approach using a look-ahead value and precedence information from SPDs, the control flow of processes can be determined so that performance of the processes can be calculated.
Figure 3: Example of an AAPD of a large event log
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This master thesis is the result of the graduation project for Computer Science and Engineering master study at Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The project is carried within the Architecture of Information Systems (AIS) group of the Mathematics and Computer Science department of TU/e. Throughout this thesis, we investigate the problem of projecting business process performance information onto given process models such that insights can be obtained intuitively, regardless of the complexity of the processes being considered. Within this master project, a solution has been realized using the Process Mining (ProM) framework\(^1\), an open-source framework which is mainly developed by the AIS group to support the implementation of process and log related techniques.

In Section 1.1, the context of this master thesis is explained. Then, the problems which are tackled in this thesis are explained in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 gives the research objectives and the research questions for this thesis. The remaining three sections of this chapter provide the scope of this thesis, the research methodology, and the outline for this master thesis report, respectively.

1.1 Thesis Context

*Business process performance analysis* has already been an issue for management since the 1980s. In the early 1980s, Total Quality Management (TQM) was introduced as one of the earliest approaches which consider process improvement as an integral part to improve organizations’ overall performance and quality. Then, Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) was introduced in the early 1990s to improve organizations’ performance by revolutionary process improvements [42]. However, only since the beginning of 2002, significant attention has been paid to Business Process Management (BPM) [31]. Now, it can be argued that BPM is the most important topic on the management agenda [31]. A recent study of Gartner in early 2009 also supports this opinion as BPM has been one of the CIO’s top business priorities for the past five years [39].

A business process can be defined as a set of coordinated activities in an organizational and technical environment to realize a business goal [49]. Each business

\(^1\)http://www.processmining.org
In this thesis, we limit our scope to business process performance analysis. The goal of business process performance analysis is to gain insights into operational processes. With these insights, processes can be improved and optimized. Typically, the performance of a process can be calculated from the process’ event log which contains information on which activities have been performed by whom and for which case. The information is presented to the process owners in a simple and intuitive form such that useful insights into the process can be obtained easily. Different presentation forms may provide different insights into the same process. For instance, the bar chart in Figure 1.1 provides insights into activities’ throughput time. It is easy to see which activity takes the most time to be finished, and which other activity takes approximately the same time to be finished. If the same information is projected onto a Petri net [28] (see Figure 1.2), another view on the bottleneck activities is achieved, providing new insights into the process. From Figure 1.2, a bottleneck can be easily identified between the “Analyze Defect complete” activity and the “Inform User complete” activity. However, unlike the bar chart in Figure 1.1, no comparison between the activities’ throughput times can be obtained from the representation in Figure 1.2.

A process model is an essential element in business process performance measurement. Not only that it provides the necessary information about the way activities
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are performed, but it can also provide additional insights whenever performance information is projected onto it. Process models with projected performance information can show where exactly bottleneck activities lie, which activities may be affected by them, and which activities cause them. An exploration of commercial process monitoring tools in [28] showed that in order to obtain such performance presentation for a process, a process model of the process is required. Currently, there are two common approaches to obtain such model. In the first approach, the model is obtained directly from the process owners, e.g. process owners should draw the process model according to their own view of the process. The second approach is to retrieve the model from a Workflow Management System (WFMS).

Compared to the first approach, the second approach has several drawbacks. First, it cannot be used by any organization which does not have any WFMS. Second, as the model is often also an executable specification of the process, there is a one-to-one correspondence between activities in the model and activities that are relevant for performance measurement. Thus, suppose that the process consists of many activities, the model shows all details such that useful insights are hard to be obtained. Finally, an executable process specification may not coincide with the process owners’ view on the process. Hence, the process owners may not be able to analyze the performance presentation of the process according to their needs.

1.2 Problem Description

In the AIS group of the Mathematics and Computer Science department, TU/e, research is conducted to use event logs and process mining techniques to obtain insights into business processes. Some of the research results are process discovery algorithms which enable process models at different levels of activity abstraction to be constructed from event logs. Abstraction is generalization that reduces the undesired details in order to retain only information relevant for a particular task [38]. One of the most well-known examples of abstraction can be observed in cartography, where geographical maps visualize landscapes on different scales. While a map of a particular town provides detailed information on houses and side streets, the world map only captures shapes of continents, main river contours, and marks locations of the largest cities [38].

Figure 1.3 illustrates several process models of a single process, each at a different level of activity abstraction. Process models with a higher level of abstraction provide less details compared to the models at the lower level of abstraction. In the figure, the process model with the label “Level 4” has the highest level of activity abstraction as it aggregates all activities within a process in a single node. In the same figure, the process model with the label “Level 1” has the lowest level of activity abstraction as it shows all individual activities.

Process model abstraction helps process owners to obtain significant information from a process model based on the detailed model specification. Unfortunately, the currently available approaches to project performance information onto process models are limited to models at relatively low levels of abstraction. In this thesis, we investigate the approach to project performance information onto models on any level of abstraction.
1.3 Research Objective and Questions

The problem described in Section 1.2 resulted in the following research objective:

To develop an approach to calculate performance information from both a given event log and a given process model at any level of abstraction, and project the information onto the model.

The projected performance information should be informative and intuitive. It has to provide some useful insights into business processes and should be understandable by process owners. The approach needs to be robust, i.e. it produces useful performance information and useful insights regardless of the complexity of the business processes.

Research questions

The research objective resulted in the following main research question:

Given a process model at any level of abstraction and an event log, how can we calculate performance information and project it onto the model?

This main question can be divided into three sub-questions:

1. What kind of process models can present a process intuitively, regardless of the complexity of the process?
2. Given an event log and an instance of the model, how can performance information be calculated?
3. How can the information be projected onto the model?
1.4 Research Scope

In this thesis, only solutions that are based on process mining techniques are considered. As process mining techniques rely on the existence of event logs, only performance information that can be retrieved from event logs is within the scope of this thesis.

1.5 Research Methodology

To satisfy the research objective and answer the research questions, the following steps are taken:

1. Conduct a literature study on business process performance analysis and process mining. Investigate performance metrics on business processes and identify which metrics can be measured from event logs.
2. Analyze intuitive process models, especially the ones which are potentially suitable to project performance information onto.
3. Develop a conceptual process model such that important performance information can be projected onto it intuitively.
4. Develop an approach to calculate performance information based on the conceptual process model.
5. Develop a process model to project the performance information onto.
6. Implement the approach in ProM. In this thesis, the new version of ProM (ProM 2008) is used as an implementation platform rather than the latest released version of ProM (ProM 5).
7. Evaluate the implemented methods using both simulated and real life event logs. Analyze insights into processes which are gained from the constructed models.

1.6 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we provide preliminary knowledge which is used throughout this thesis. The chapter provides a literature overview covering areas such as business process performance analysis, process mining techniques, and performance analysis approaches in the context of process mining.

Chapter 3 provides our analysis result of process models which can intuitively project performance information. Based on the analysis, we provide a conceptual process model in this chapter. An approach to calculate performance information based on event logs and the model is explained in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides process models which can be used to project performance information onto. The implementation of the approach in ProM is described in Chapter 6. The evaluation of the implemented approach is given in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this master thesis and provides recommendations for future work.
Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter provides preliminary concepts that are used throughout this thesis. Section 2.1 provides an overview of business process performance analysis. Then, Section 2.2 provides an introduction to process mining as an approach to gain insights into processes, including the performance of the processes. A brief introduction to current approaches to measure performance through process mining is given in Section 2.3. Finally, an overview of commercial performance analysis tools is provided in Section 2.4.

2.1 Business Process Performance Analysis

Although the term “performance” is commonly used in literature, there is no clear agreement about what the term actually means. Slightly different definitions of performance are given in [10], [34], and [36]. In this thesis, we adhere to the definition in [36] which defines performance as “the way the organization carries its objectives into effect”. Performance is measured in terms of performance metrics.

Business processes are commonly case-driven, i.e. tasks are executed for specific cases [44]. Examples of cases are insurance claims, customer orders, tax declarations, and mortgages. Case-driven processes are also called workflows and are typically described using three different dimensions: the case dimension, the process dimension, and the resource dimension (see Figure 2.1).

The case dimension signifies that business processes are handled individually and are independent from each other. The process dimension is concerned with the partial ordering of tasks [44]. This dimension determines which tasks need to be executed and how the routing of cases along the tasks is performed. Typical structures which are specified in the dimension include conditional, sequential, parallel and iterative routing of cases. Tasks which need to be executed for a particular case are referred to as work-items. An example of a work-item is task “send bill” for case “car order 10 for customer Robert”. Work-items are executed by resources, which is captured by the resource dimension. A resource can be a machine (e.g. a printer, a computer) or a human (e.g. a secretary, a director). A work-item which is executed by a resource is referred to as an activity.

Currently, there are many approaches to measure the performance of business processes, each with different metrics which are related to certain workflow dimen-
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In [29], six performance measurement systems were analyzed in order to derive suitable performance dimensions for measuring the performance of a workflow. As a result, four dimensions of workflow performance metrics were defined: the time dimension, the flexibility dimension, the quality dimension, and the cost dimension. Each dimension has its own metrics. In this thesis, we only focus on two dimensions: the time dimension and the flexibility dimension, as both of them can be measured directly from event logs. However, for the sake of completeness, the other dimensions are also explained in the remainder.

The Time dimension

Time is a commonly used performance dimension. It is considered as both a source of competitive advantage and the fundamental measure of performance [13]. Performance metrics in the time dimension can be measured from event logs with time information [29].

Based on [12, 16, 28, 29], we formulate several common workflow-related performance metrics. The first metric in the time dimension is the case throughput time, which is defined as the time it takes to handle a case (i.e. process instance). This metric is derived from the case dimension. Other performance metrics in the time dimension are derived from all three dimensions of workflow (i.e. case, process, and resource dimension) as these metrics are based on activities and their states. In a case, activities may go through different states. As an example, the MXML format [22, 46, 47] specifies several states of an activity (see Figure 2.2).

As shown in Figure 2.2, when an activity is created, it is either scheduled or skipped automatically (autoskip). Scheduling an activity means that the control over the activity is put to a system. The scheduled activity can now be assigned to a resource. Assigned activities can later be reassigned. All scheduled, assigned, or reassigned activities can be skipped manually (manuaskip) or be withdrawn. Only assigned activities can be started. Started activities can be suspended and then be resumed arbitrarily often. In the end, the activity must be completed or
aborted (*ate_abort*). In any state during the activity lifecycle, a case can be aborted (*pi_abort*). Note that each state transition is indicated by an event with a certain event type. In Figure 2.2, event types are shown as labels of the arcs connecting a state to another state.

The MXML format may not capture all types of events that can exist in an event log. In fact, there is currently no widely-accepted standard for event types of events in event logs although one has been proposed recently (the Business Process Analytics Format (BPAF) which is proposed by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [50]). However, the type of events that are provided in the format provides a sufficient basis to measure the most commonly measured performance metrics in the time dimension. These metrics are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Note that Figure 2.3 also shows the *case throughput time* that has been explained earlier.

The first metric that is related to activity is the *activity throughput time*, which is defined as the time between a moment an activity is scheduled and the moment the activity is completed. The throughput time consists of two sub metrics:

1. The *queue time*: the time a scheduled activity spends waiting for a resource to become available.

2. The *service time*: the time that resources spend on doing the activity.

If there are activities in a case which are involved in synchronization relations with other activities, i.e. activities which can only be executed after two or more directly preceding activities are finished, two other performance metrics can be calculated: the *waiting time* and the *synchronization time*. Suppose that there is a set of activities $S$ which need to be executed before an activity $X$ can be executed in the case. Waiting time is defined as the time between the latest moment when all activities in $S$ are finished and the moment the activity $X$ is scheduled. Synchronization time is calculated for each activity $s \in S$ as the time between a moment the latest activity in $S$ is finished and the moment $s$ is finished.
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The Flexibility dimension

In the context of business process execution, flexibility refers to the degree of freedom that users have to make local decisions about how to execute business processes [37]. Several flexibility metrics have been collected in [29] from various resources. The metrics are given as follows:

1. **Mix flexibility**: the ability to process different kinds of cases:
   
   (a) For resources: the number of case types a resource can handle.
   
   (b) For tasks: the number of case types a task can handle.
   
   (c) For workflow: the number of case types that can be handled.

2. **Labor flexibility**: the ability to perform different tasks:
   
   (a) For resources: number of executable tasks.
   
   (b) For workflow: available resources per task and per case.

3. **Routing flexibility**: the ability to process a case using multiple routes (number of different sequences in the workflow). Note that a process which has looping activities has infinitely many possible sequences.

4. **Volume flexibility**: the ability to handle changing volumes of input (available time per employee).

5. **Process modification flexibility**: the ability to modify the process (number of sub flows in the workflow, complexity, and number of outsourced tasks).

Different aspects of flexibility can be considered for each of the metrics, such as range (the range of variations that can be handled), time (the amount of time required to adapt to change), and cost (the amount of money required to adapt to change).
The Quality dimension

The quality dimension covers subjective performance evaluations of business processes. The quality dimension can be seen from at least two angles: external (quality based on customer) and internal (quality based on worker) [29]. External quality covers both output quality (performance, conformance, and serviceability) and process quality. It cannot be measured directly, as it is influenced and determined by many different factors. Some metrics that can be directly measured for this quality include the number of specialists that work in a case and the number of task per resource. Whether a specific aspect influences the external quality of a process and the degree to which it affects the quality is highly dependent on the type of process [29].

The internal quality is determined by workers’ satisfaction which may also depend on their psychological and social factors. Some metrics which can be used to measure internal quality are skill variety (number of different tasks and case types), task identity (ratio of number of executed tasks and total number of tasks per workflow), and autonomy (ratio of number of authorized decisions and total number of decisions). Similar to external quality, internal quality cannot be evaluated as a whole only by performance metrics. How much a metric does reflect the real internal quality of a business process depends on the type of the process.

The Cost dimension

Cost dimension is closely related to the other three dimensions. For instance, long lead times can result in a more costly process; low quality can lead to expensive rework, and low flexibility can also result in a more costly process execution [29]. Several metrics from this dimension include running costs, inventory costs, transport costs, administration costs, and resource usage.

From all performance metrics in all dimensions provided before, no metric is more important than the other. Each organization may have its own priority of performance metrics. For example, a five-star hotel will most likely find the quality of its service to be more important than the costs. In contrast, a small youth hostel will focus more on the costs rather than the quality of service. The metrics that mostly support the mission and strategy of an organization are called Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

2.2 Process Mining

As shown in our literature study of business process performance analysis in Section 2.1, process models are required in order to calculate several KPIs of business process, especially the KPIs which are related to the time dimension. However, in practice, the models are mostly user-defined and do not support any activity abstraction. In this section, we provide an overview of process mining as an approach to analyze processes based on event logs. With process mining, various types of process models can be discovered from event logs. Section 2.2.1 provides an intro-
duction to event logs as input for process mining. Section 2.2.2 gives an overview of process discovery techniques as part of process mining and the models they extract from event logs. Finally, in Section 2.2.3, a brief explanation of the ProM framework as one of the currently leading process mining tools is given.

2.2.1 Event Logs

Currently, more and more processes are supported by Information Technology (IT) systems. These processes can be very diverse, i.e. from the process of manufacturing microchips to the process of claiming insurance. Most of these IT systems record all events related to the processes they support, leaving footprints of the processes in the form of event logs. These footprints provide valuable information which can be further analyzed.

It is common in practice to have dedicated systems to support specific processes. Therefore, it is more likely that there are various types of event logs provided by these systems, each consisting different types of information. For the purpose of process mining, it is important to abstract from all specific event logs implementations. Thus, a set of minimum requirements needs to be introduced such that process mining techniques can be applied to any type of event log, independent of its specific implementation. Based on [22], we identify minimal requirements for an event log to be useful in the context of process mining:

1. Each event refers to a given point in time and should not refer to a period of time. For example, starting to work on some work-item in a workflow system would be an event. Finishing the work-item is another event. The process of working on the work-item itself is not.
2. Each event should refer to one activity only, and activities should be uniquely identifiable.
3. Each event should contain a description of the event type. For example, activity was started or completed. This transactional information allows us to refer to the different events related to the same activity.
4. Each event should refer to a specific case (i.e. process instance). We need to know, for example, for which invoice the payment activity was started.
5. The events within each case are totally ordered, for example by timestamps.

Based on these requirements, we now formalize event logs as follows:

**Definition 2.2.1. (Event Logs)** An event log $W$ is defined as:

$W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$, where:
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$E$ is a set of events,
$ET$ is a set of event types,
$A$ is a set of activities,
$R$ is a set of resources,
$C$ is a set of cases,
$t : E \rightarrow \mathbb{IR}_0^+$ is a function assigning a timestamp to each event,
$et : E \rightarrow ET$ is a function assigning an event type to each event,
$a : E \rightarrow A$ is a function relating each event to an activity,
$r : E \rightarrow R \cup \{\perp\}$ is a function relating each event to a resource, and
$c : E \rightarrow C$ is a function relating each event to a case.

By $⟨⟨e_0, e_1, e_2, ..., e_n⟩⟩$ we denote a sequence of events in a case such that $\forall 0 \leq i < j \leq n \ c(e_i) = c(e_j) \land e_i \neq e_j \land t(e_i) < t(e_j)$ and $\forall e \in E \ c(e) = c(e_0) \Rightarrow e \in \{e_0, ..., e_n\}$. A set of such sequence in an event log $W$ is denoted by $C_W$. Note that in this thesis, we assume that no events in the same case have exactly the same timestamps.

A standardized event log format which satisfies these requirements has been proposed in form of the MXML format [22,46,47]. The format specifies what kinds of information commonly exist in event logs and how the information should be stored based on XML. The MXML process log format is illustrated as a tree of XML elements in Figure 2.4. As shown in the figure, an event log is represented by the WorkflowLog element. As a system may record events from more than one process, the event log contains a Process element to store information of each of the recorded processes. We may also use the optional Data and Source elements, each to store arbitrary textual information and to store information about the system in which the event log originated from, respectively. For each process, information about individual cases (i.e. process instance) is stored in ProcessInstance elements. For a case, information about its individual elements is stored in AuditTrailEntry elements. In addition, both the Process element and the ProcessInstance element may have Data subelements to store arbitrary textual information.

The children of an AuditTrailEntry element store several important types of information about the event which the element refers to. The WorkflowModelElement element stores information of the activity which is referred to by the event. The EventType element stores information about the type of the event. The Timestamp element stores the timestamp of the event, and the Originator element stores the resource that executed the event.

Events can be related to anything which happens at a particular time, even if it is not actually useful for any analysis purpose. For instance, starting to work on a “Create report” work-item can be considered an event which is also useful for auditing purpose. Typing a character in a word processor as a part of the work can also be considered as an event, although it may not be useful at all. To date, many systems have defined their own set of event types. The variety of event types creates problems to analyze events consistently across heterogeneous systems. Some systems may only record events with a particular event type (e.g. only start events, complete events), and some others record events with various event types. With the freedom to choose possible event types, we introduce a standard for event types which are used throughout this thesis. The standard is shown in Figure 2.5. Note that the standard is not meant to be complete. It is rather intended to be compact
and easily understood as a transactional model in this thesis, yet good enough to capture the most commonly event types that exist in real life event logs.

The transactional model shown in Figure 2.5 should be interpreted as follows. When an activity is created, it enters the scheduled state. Scheduling an activity means that the control over the activity is put into a system. Next, a resource can start working on an activity. Later, an activity can be suspended and resumed arbitrarily many times. In the end, the activity should be completed. The transition from a state to another state is triggered by an event with a specific event type as indicated by the labels on each arc of the transactional model in Figure 2.5.

### 2.2.2 Process Discovery

From an event log, a complete process model can be generated using process discovery techniques [15]. Process discovery has been the main focus of early process mining techniques. The purpose of process discovery is to derive information about process models, organizational contexts, and important properties from event
logs. Creating process model manually is a complicated and time-consuming process [6,16]. Many people need to be involved in the creation of the model. Moreover, there are often discrepancies between the actual processes and the processes as perceived by the management [15]. In relation to our purpose of measuring performance of business processes, these discrepancies may lead to misleading performance measurement results as process models are not correctly describing real process executions. Using process discovery techniques, these risks are minimized because process models are derived from reality (by exploiting the availability of event logs).

There are many available process discovery techniques. An example of these techniques is the $\alpha$ algorithm proposed in [18]. The algorithm constructs a process model in the form of a Petri net from an event log based on the causal dependencies between activities. The $\alpha$ algorithm computes which pairs of activities always appeared in sequence, which pairs of activities can appear in any sequence, and which pairs of activities never follow each other directly. This information is used to generate a process model. Unfortunately, the algorithm relies on strong assumptions such as the absence of noise. It also assumes that the log is complete with respect to the “directly follows” relation between activities. If an activity can follow another activity directly, the log should contain an example of this behavior [48], whereas in many real life event logs, completeness and the absence of noise cannot be guaranteed.

To deal with the noise and the completeness issues, other algorithms such as the Heuristic Miner algorithm [48] and the Genetic Miner algorithm [21] have been proposed. The heuristic miner is basically an extension of the $\alpha$ algorithm. It constructs a heuristic process model from an event log. It takes into account the frequencies of precedence relations between activities in order to calculate causal dependencies between nodes. This way, noise can be detected. However, as each node in a heuristic model corresponds to exactly one activity, it may produce an overly complicated process model given an event log of a complex process with many activities. For example, Figure 2.6(i) shows a heuristic model which is discovered from a real-life log with only “complete” events that occurred in 24 cases with 70 activities. Figure 2.6(ii) zooms in a part of the process model in Figure 2.6(i). As can be seen in the figure, the model is so complex that hardly any useful information is obtained from it. The same problems occur when using the Genetic Miner [21]. Although it can handle noise, the model it produces still represents each activity by a node. The one-to-one mapping between a node and an activity makes the models too complicated for processes with many activities.

To reduce the complexity of the generated process models, other process discovery algorithms have been developed which construct less strict process models. An example of such an algorithm is the one used by the Fuzzy Miner [26]. The Fuzzy Miner was developed to solve the problem of having “spaghetti-like” process models considering less-structured event logs. The technique removes some assumptions that must hold for most process discovery algorithms. First, it removes the assumption that every event in an event log has a corresponding logical activity in a process. Activities may go unrecorded and events may not correspond to any activity at all. Second, it removes the assumption that there is a perfect process model which can explain all traces in the event log completely, accurately, and pre-
The Fuzzy Miner generates a Fuzzy model which is able to show processes on different levels of detail, from a high-level view which shows the most significant activities and aggregates coherent, but less significant, activities, to a detailed level which shows all activities [26]. A Fuzzy model is a directed graph consisting of nodes and edges which connect nodes to other nodes (see Figure 2.7). A node in a Fuzzy model refers to one or more activities. A node that refers to one activity is presented as a rectangle, and a node that refers to more than one activity (cluster node) is presented as a hexagon. Arcs in a Fuzzy model indicate binary precedence relations between two nodes.

To simplify process models, the Fuzzy Miner utilizes two main concepts: aggregation and abstraction. The Fuzzy Miner aggregates coherent clusters of detailed information to provide high-level information. Low level information which is insignificant in a chosen context is abstracted away.

Other than the Fuzzy Miner, another example of a process discovery algorithm...
which generates process models with reduced complexity is given in [17]. Process owners determine how generic/specific the constructed process model should be by inserting several parameter values. Although the approach in the end constructs a process model in form of a Petri net, not all activities may be presented as transitions in the model. Some of them may be abstracted away and do not appear in the model at all.

2.2.3 The ProM Framework

Although the usefulness of process mining techniques seems to be apparent, to date, not many tools that support their implementation are available. To our knowledge, the ProM (Process Mining) framework is the only programming framework which supports the implementation of various process mining techniques. The framework provides essential libraries which are needed in order to implement process mining techniques. The latest stable version of the ProM framework is the ProM 5. It has more than 230 plugins (see process mining website\(^1\)) and supports various process mining techniques, ranging from process discovery, conformance checking, and their extensions (including performance analysis). Besides process mining, the current version of ProM also supports the implementation of other related subjects such as model conversion and model analysis.

ProM’s architecture enables functionalities to be added or to be removed easily by adding or removing plug-ins. A plug-in is basically an implementation of new piece of functionality which conforms to ProM framework standard [47]. New plug-ins can be added to ProM without any need to modify any other parts of the framework, as the framework’s core automatically scans for all available plug-ins every time it is started.

In this thesis, we use the newest version of ProM (ProM 2008) which is still under development. This new version of ProM has a slightly different architecture than ProM 5. From our analysis and experience in implementing the plugins in ProM 2008, its architecture can be described as depicted in Figure 2.8. Every component in the figure has one or more elements. A user interacts with the ProM framework using a User Interface component. The component is responsible to provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to ProM. Elements in the User Interface component are generated by Visualizer components. To generate such elements, Visualizers use objects from the so-called Object Pool.

The Object Pool component has a crucial role in the ProM framework. This component is a repository for all objects that are either produced or needed by Plugins. These objects include Petri nets, their markings, various process model graphs, and event logs. Connections between the objects are also stored in the Object Pool. Lists of these objects can be visualized by the User Interface component, but only limited to objects which are considered as Visible Objects. Hidden Objects such as the semantics of Petri nets are also stored in the Object Pool, but they are not shown by the User Interface component.

The two most interesting components in the ProM framework are the Plugins

\(^1\)http://www.processmining.org/
2.3 Performance Analysis through Process Mining

Process mining techniques do not only address process model discovery from event logs, but they also address performance analysis of currently running processes. In [16], an approach to obtain performance information through the use of process mining is proposed. The approach projects performance information onto workflow nets (see Figure 2.9). The information is obtained by replaying a timed event log (event log with timestamp information) in a workflow net which is constructed from the log, for example, using the $\alpha$ algorithm. This approach successfully obtains performance information of several time dimension metrics which we described in Section 2.1, such as waiting time and synchronization time. Related to the flexibility dimension, the approach also provides the probability of taking a specific path in the net.

and the Chaining Panel components. Elements of the Plugin component, as indicated by its name, are all ProM plugins which include mining, conversion, analysis, import, and export plugins. Each ProM plug-in has its own interface in the form of input and output parameters. The Chaining Panel component enables users to link plugins and execute them in the way they are linked. In the chaining panel, plugins’ interfaces can be connected to form a chain of plugins.

ProM can process event logs by first importing them into the Object Pool through its import plugins. Only logs which are already imported into Object Pool can be accessed by ProM plugins.

Figure 2.8: The new ProM architecture
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To replay the timed event log in the workflow net, the approach assumes that the start state is known. For each case in the log, a timed workflow trace is constructed. The trace is constructed by mapping events in the event log to transitions in the workflow net. Then, a token with timestamps equal to the first firing transition is placed in the initial place. Then, one by one, each transition in the timed workflow trace fires, thus collecting tokens from its input places and placing them in its output places. This is repeated until the case reaches a final marking. The time spent by tokens in each element of the net serves as a basis for performance calculation.

A drawback of this approach is that it requires the constructed workflow net to fit the log, i.e. each case in the log should be a trace in the net. Hence, given a log of a complex business process (e.g. with many unique traces and exceptional cases), the constructed workflow net is also complex. For the purpose of business process analysis, the complexity of the net prevents further insights to be obtained as such a model is hard to be understood (cf. Figure 2.6).

An extension to the approach of [16] is introduced in [28] by enabling invisible transitions to fire such that the net does not have to fit the log. The extension is based on the log replay approach in [41], although the focus of the replay is measuring conformance between the log and the net and not measuring performance. Even with this extension, additional complexity may still be introduced due to the Petri net language, as this language has limited capabilities for expressing processes with certain control-flow patterns, such as multiple instances, advanced synchronization, and cancellations [45]. In addition, no activity abstraction is introduced in the constructed workflow net, i.e. an activity in the event log refers to exactly one transition in the net.

Another highly related approach to performance analysis through process mining is the animation of cases on Fuzzy models as proposed in [25]. The animation provides a notion of performance of the replayed process. Before cases can be animated, a process model in the form of a Fuzzy model needs to be constructed from an event log as described in [26]. Then, the event log is replayed in the model.

Figure 2.9: Performance information in a Petri net process model [16]
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As the model has relaxed semantics, the routing of activities needs to be estimated from encountered events in the event logs. For this purpose, a dedicated/relaxed log replay technique was developed for Fuzzy models.

The log replay on a Fuzzy model is based on a heuristic. During log replay, the event currently under inspection in a trace is referred to as the reference event. From the reference event, the algorithm looks forward into the trace to find a valid successor, i.e. where the nodes referred to by the reference event and the event in question are connected in the Fuzzy model. The forward scan is limited to a specified look-ahead window. Once a valid successor is found, other valid successors are also investigated as long as it is still within both the look-ahead window and an extra-look-ahead window. The control within a case is routed from the reference event to every valid successor which is found.

As an example, see Figure 2.10. The figure shows a trace of events. Each event corresponds to a node in the Fuzzy model which has the same label. Suppose that the reference event is B, and the successors of node B in the Fuzzy model are the nodes D and node I. The look-ahead window is set to 6, and the extra-look-ahead window is set to 3. The algorithm iterates through the traces and finds event D as the first event which refers to one of the successors of node B (event D refers to node D in the Fuzzy model). As the first successor is found, the future events within the extra-look-ahead window (until event G) are then checked for other successors of node B. As shown in the figure, no event within the extra-look-ahead window refers to any successor of node B. As there is still an event within the look-ahead window, the algorithm continues to inspect event H. From the iteration, only node D is encountered as a successor. Therefore, from node B, the inspected case is routed only to node D (ignoring node I which is located outside of both the look-ahead-window and the extra-look-ahead window).

Case animation in a Fuzzy model provides an indication of both performance and control flow. For example, see the snapshot of an animation based on a Fuzzy model in Figure 2.11. The routing of control within a case is clearly seen as the white dots flowing from one node to another through the arcs between the nodes. The arc width indicates how often a case is routed over the arc during animation. From the figure, we can observe bottleneck activities from arcs which are filled by white dots. Arcs with a lot of white dots indicate that there are many cases queuing to be routed through the arcs. Thus, it may indicate that the target nodes of the
arcs require a long time to be finished. Unfortunately, other than an indication of bottlenecks and node frequency measurements, the currently proposed animation technique does not produce any explicit performance information.

2.4 Performance Analysis in Commercial Tools

To investigate how the performance metrics in Section 2.1 are measured and how they are presented in practice, we have investigated several leading commercial Business Performance Analysis (BPA) tools available in today’s market. The tools include Fujitsu Interstage [1], Lombardi Teamworks 7 [2], Pegasystems’ SmartBPM Suite [5], Software AG’s WebMethods [8], Savvion’s BusinessManager [7], Metastorm BPM, Oracle’s Business Process Analysis (BPA) Suite [4], and IBM’s Websphere Business Monitor [9]. All of the tools are among the market leaders in the area of BPA [27]. Since the full versions of these tools were only available commercially, the investigation was conducted mostly through each product’s documentation.

Based on our investigation, most BPA tools measure various KPIs of a process in a real time fashion. In some tools, KPIs can even be customized. Most KPIs that are measured are categorized as time dimension KPIs, such as throughput times of activities or lead times of cases. Important KPIs are often presented in a single main panel which is named the dashboard. An example of which is shown in Figure 2.12. On the dashboard, a user can see various KPIs, each with its own form and insights into the currently running process. Thus, in a single dashboard, elaborated
insights into process are presented.

In most of the investigated tools, the values of the calculated KPIs are shown in the form of graphs and tables (see for example Figure 2.13). In its simplest form, a graph only plots the current value of a KPI compared against a threshold value. For example, in Figure 2.14, the workload of resources which handle on-boarding new clients is presented as a “speedometer”. In the example, the workload is still at an acceptable level, i.e. it does not point into the red arc.

A more complex type of graph is a process model with projected performance information (see Figure 2.12, Form 1). Typically, activities which have a throughput time below/above a certain threshold value are highlighted in the model. In Figure 2.12, these activities are bordered by a thin red line. Each tool may support different process models, and some tools even introduce their own process modeling language. From all modeling languages that are supported by the tools, only some enable multiple activities to be represented by a single node in a process model (e.g. in BPMN, activities in a process model with a lower hierarchy can be represented by a single node in another process model with a higher hierarchy).

Most tools require user-defined process models to project performance information onto. Typically, these models are also used as an execution model, i.e. each node in the models refers to a single activity in a process. Hence, most of the models provide all details of their processes without any abstractions. Some tools provide business process simulation features so that process designers can get estimated performance values for their new process models before the models are actually enacted.
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After process models are committed, performance is measured based on real-time events which are captured by the enactment systems.

In this chapter, we provided several important performance metrics which can be measured from event logs and how they can be calculated. We have also investigated several process models which can represent processes intuitively. Furthermore, we investigated several approaches to measure the performance of a business process given a process model. Although there are some algorithms which produce process models with activity abstractions, none of the approaches described in literatures and supported by tools are able to extract performance information from event logs.

Therefore, in Chapter 3 of this thesis, we introduce an intuitive process modeling language that allows for arbitrary abstractions of a process. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we present an algorithm to replay a log in the model to obtain performance information. How to project this performance information on the model is shown in Chapter 5, while an implementation of all of the approaches is presented in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3

Modeling Processes

Based on our investigation in Section 2.2.2, currently there are already several process discovery techniques which construct intuitive process models from event logs, even if the logs describe complex processes. In this chapter, we analyze the intuitive process models introduced in Section 2.2.2 in more detail. To solve the issues with these models, we introduce a conceptual process model called Simple Precedence Diagram (SPD) in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we explain how to obtain SPDs.

3.1 Intuitive Process Models

Each process discovery technique described in Section 2.2.2 constructs a different type of process model. However, only two of the techniques construct process models that support activity abstraction such that even complex processes can be presented in a simple and intuitive way.

The first technique is the Fuzzy Miner which constructs Fuzzy models. Simplification of a complex process in a Fuzzy model is performed by abstracting away some activities from the model and aggregating several other activities in cluster nodes. Given a Fuzzy model and an event log which is represented by the model, not all activities in the log need to be presented as nodes in the model. Activities which are not presented in the model are said to be abstracted. Activity aggregation in Fuzzy models is achieved using cluster nodes. A cluster node in a Fuzzy model has a one-to-many relation with activities in an event log. As there are multiple activities referring to the same cluster node in a Fuzzy model, we can say that the cluster nodes of Fuzzy model aggregate activities.

Fuzzy models also have relaxed semantics. The arcs in a Fuzzy model represent precedence relations between activities. Suppose that there is an arc from node A to node B in a Fuzzy model, then an observation of an activity which is referred to by node A may be followed by another observation of an activity which is referred to by node B. With such relaxed semantics, the arcs of a Fuzzy model do not constrain any possible case routing in the process that the model represents. If there is no arc from node A to node B in the fuzzy model, the observation of an activity which is referred to by node A followed by the observation of an activity which is referred to by node B does not violate semantics of the fuzzy model. In addition, to provide additional insights into the process’ bottlenecks during log replay (as discussed in
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Section 2.3), the color and the size of the model’s elements are utilized (e.g. arcs which are frequently used to route cases are depicted wider). Therefore, no extra elements are introduced in the model to provide insights into the process.

The second technique which construct process model with activity abstraction is the one which is described in [17]. This technique constructs Petri nets which may abstract some activities away, depending on the values of the input parameters (e.g. some activities in the event log may not be presented as transitions in the constructed Petri nets). In 2.3, the abstraction process need to be guided by the users.

A Petri net consists of places, transitions, and arcs which connect places to transitions and the other way around. A transition in a Petri net has one-to-one relation to an activity in an event log. Petri nets have strictly defined semantics. A transition in a Petri net can only fire if all places which are connected to the transition by any of its incoming arcs (e.g. all input places of the transition) contain at least one token. When the transition fires, a token from each of the input place is removed, and a token is placed to each place which is connected to the transition by any of the transition’s outgoing arc (e.g. all output places of the transition). With the strict semantics, Petri nets can describe possible case routing in processes more precise than Fuzzy models. However, the advantage comes at the expense of visualization complexity. A Petri net requires more elements than a Fuzzy model to describe a process. For example, a process consisting of activity A followed by activity B can be described by a Fuzzy model using only two nodes and an arc (3 elements in total as shown in Figure 3.1). If the same sequence is represented by a Petri net, two transitions, two arcs, and a place are needed (5 elements in total as shown in Figure 3.2).

![Figure 3.1: Fuzzy model to show sequence pattern from A to B](image)

![Figure 3.2: Petri net to show sequence pattern from A to B](image)

Without any extensions, Fuzzy models can only represent an activity as a node. In some other models, such as Petri nets, this limitation does not exist. For example, the Petri net in Figure 3.3 has two transitions which refer to activity D. The net gives us an insight into the only two possible traces: A-B-D-E-G and A-C-D-F-G. If the same process is represented in the form of a Fuzzy model, the model would look similar to the one given in Figure 3.4. As an activity in an event log may only refer to one node in a Fuzzy model, there can only be one node D in the model. From the Fuzzy model in Figure 3.4, other traces such as A-B-D-F-G and A-C-D-E-G are also valid.

Based on our analysis of fuzzy models and Petri nets, we conclude that to visualize complex processes conveniently, it is important to have a process model which
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Figure 3.3: Process model with two possible traces

Figure 3.4: Fuzzy model of process described in Figure 3.3

supports both activity abstraction and activity aggregation. By activity abstraction, given the process model and an event log which is represented by the model, not all activities in the log may be presented as nodes in the model. Activity aggregation means that a node in the model may represent more than one activity, and an activity may refer to more than one node. These requirements can be satisfied by a process model with a many-to-many relation between nodes in the model and activities in the process it represents. Furthermore, it is also important that arcs between nodes do not constrain possible case routings such that given a complex process, arcs can be removed from the model as needed to decrease the complexity of the model without constraining the possible routing. This implies that the model needs to have relaxed semantics.

Therefore, we define a process model on a very high level which is named Simple Precedence Diagram (SPD). SPD is a process model which combines the advantages of Fuzzy models and Petri nets to represent processes intuitively using activity abstraction and aggregation. It generalizes process models which can be constructed by process discovery techniques (e.g. Petri nets and Fuzzy models). An SPD should be seen as a conceptual process model of a process in the form of a directed graph consisting of nodes and edges.

Nodes in an SPD represent activities in a loose way. A node in an SPD represents a set of activities which are performed within a continuous period in the process. An SPD node may represent a set of activities that do not have precedence relations between each other, e.g. activities that are executed in parallel, or activities that are randomly executed without clear precedence relations. An SPD node may also represent a set of activities that are always started one after another but intersects during some period of time. A node in an SPD has a many-to-many relation with activities in an event log. Each node in an SPD refers to one or more activities in an event log, while an activity in the log refers to zero or more nodes in the SPD. Edges in SPDs define a notion of control flow between SPD nodes with relaxed semantics. An edge between node $\alpha$ and node $\beta$ in an SPD means that an occurrence of an instance of the node $\alpha$ may be followed by an occurrence of an instance of the node $\beta$.

The formal definition of SPDs is given as follows:
Definition 3.1.1. (Simple Precedence Diagram)
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. We say that $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ is a corresponding Simple Precedence Diagram of the event log $W$, where:

- $N$ is a set of nodes,
- $L \subseteq N \times N$ is a set of edges linking the nodes,
- $l_a : A \to \mathcal{P}(N) \setminus \{\emptyset\}$ is a function relating an activity to a set of nodes, and
- $l_n : N \to \mathcal{P}(A) \setminus \{\emptyset\}$ is a function relating a node to a set of activities. Let $n \in N, l_n(n) = \{a \in A \mid n \in l_a(a)\}$.

Note that for convenience, we assume that all abstracted activities and all events which refers to them are removed from event logs. Therefore, although SPDs support activity abstraction (an activity may not appear in any SPD nodes), in Definition 3.1.1 activities in event logs must refer to at least one SPD node. The assumption also holds for all remaining definitions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

3.2 Obtaining SPDs

To obtain an SPD of a process, we propose three approaches. The first approach is to convert a process model that represents the process to the SPD. An explanation of the approach is given in Section 3.2.1. The second approach is by constructing the SPD directly from event log using process discovery algorithms. In Section 3.2.2, we present such an algorithm. The third approach is by simply creating a hand made SPD for the process and map each node of the SPD to activities in a log. A short explanation about the third approach is given in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Converting Process Models to SPDs

SPDs generalize process models which consist of nodes and directed arcs. However, SPDs are not generic enough to generalize all process models, because all nodes in SPDs are mapped to activities. Some process models have types of nodes which cannot be mapped to any activity (e.g. places in Petri nets, events and connectors in EPCs). Therefore, we define a Generic Process Model (GPM) as a generalization of all process models with nodes and directed arcs as their elements. GPMs and SPDs are similar, except that some nodes in a GPM may refer to no activity at all in an event log, while every node in an SPD must refer to at least one activity in the event log.

The formal definition of GPM is given as follows:

Definition 3.2.1. (Generic Process Model)
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. A corresponding Generic Process Model of the event log $W$ is defined as $GP = (W, GN, GE, g_a, g_n)$, where:

---

1 with $\mathcal{P}(N)$, we denote the powerset of $N$
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$GN$ is a set of nodes,
$GE \subseteq GN \times GN$ is a set of edges linking the nodes,
$g_a : A \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(GN) \setminus \{\emptyset\}$ is a function relating an activity to a set of nodes, and
$g_n : GN \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A)$ is a function relating a node to a set of activities.

Let $n \in GN, g_n(n) = \{a \in A \mid n \in g_a(a)\}$.

We argue that every process model which is represented by nodes and directed arcs can be converted to a corresponding GPM. After the GPM is obtained, an SPD can be obtained by converting the GPM to the corresponding SPD. To explain our approach to convert GPMs to SPDs, we need to define unmapped path in a GPM. An unmapped path between two GPM nodes is a path such that none of the nodes in between the origin and the destination is mapped to any activity. The formal definition of unmapped path is given as follows:

**Definition 3.2.2. (Unmapped Path)**

Let $GP = (W, GN, GE, g_a, g_n)$ be a GPM. Let $n, n' \in GN$. We say that there is an **Unmapped Path** from $n$ to $n'$ iff there exists a sequence of nodes $(n_0, n_1, ..., n_k)$ such that $n_0 = n, n_k = n', k > 0$ and $\forall_{0 < i < k} (n_{i-1}, n_i) \in GE$ and $\forall_{0 < i < k} g_n(n_i) = \emptyset$. By $n \rightsquigarrow n'$, we denote that such a path exists.

The basic idea to convert a GPM to an SPD is to create a node in the SPD for each node in the GPM which refers to an activity or a set of activities. Each SPD node should refer to the same activity or set of activities as the GPM node it is created from. Then, for each pair of GPM nodes $(n, n')$ in which both $n$ and $n'$ refer to an activity or a set of activities, a directed arc is created in the SPD if there exists an unmapped path between them. This approach can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 3.2.3. (SPD of a GPM)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log and $GP = (W, GN, GE, g_a, g_n)$ be a GPM of the event log $W$. We define an SPD $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ as the SPD of $GP$, where

- $N \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \{n \in GN \mid g_n(n) \neq \emptyset\}$,
- $L \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \{(n, n') \in N \times N \mid n \rightsquigarrow n'\}$,
- $\forall_{a \in A} l_a(a) \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} g_a(a)$, and
- $\forall_{n \in N} l_n(n) \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} g_n(n)$.

Both Definition 3.2.1 and Definition 3.2.3 help us to construct SPDs of specific process models. Suppose that we want to construct an SPD of a Petri net. Petri nets are basically directed graphs consisting nodes (places and transitions) and directed arcs between the nodes. Therefore, using Definition 3.2.1, we can define the GPM of the Petri net as given in Definition 3.2.4. Then, using Definition 3.2.3, the constructed GPM can be converted to an SPD.

**Definition 3.2.4. (GPM of a Petri Net)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log, $PN = (P, T, F, l)$ be a Petri net where $P$ is a set of places, $T$ is a set of transitions, $F$ is a set of directed edges between places and transitions, $l : T \rightarrow A$ is a function relating a transition to an
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activity, and \( l_2 : A \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(T) \) is a function relating an activity to a set of transitions. We say that \( GP = (W, GN, GE, g_a, g_n) \) is a GPM of \( PN \) where

- \( GN \overset{\text{def}}{=} P \cup T \),
- \( GE \overset{\text{def}}{=} F \),
- \( g_a : A \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(GN) \) where \( \forall a \in A \ g_a(a) \overset{\text{def}}{=} l_2(a) \), and
- \( g_n : GN \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A) \) where \( \forall p \in P \ g_n(p) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \emptyset \) and \( \forall t' \in T \ g_n(t') \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ l(t') \} \).

As an example, suppose that we want to convert the Petri net in Figure 3.5 to an SPD. Using Definition 3.2.4, we convert the Petri net to a GPM which is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Then, using Definition 3.2.3, each node referring to one or more activities is kept, and each unmapped path between these nodes is translated into an arc. The resulting SPD is shown in Figure 3.7.

Using GPMs, we can also convert Fuzzy models to SPDs. As every nodes in a Fuzzy model must refer to either an activity or a set of activities, conversion from Fuzzy models to GPMs is straightforward. A GPM is a Fuzzy model that does not
distinguish cluster nodes and ordinary nodes. As an example, the GPM of the Fuzzy model in Figure 3.8a is shown in Figure 3.8b. Notice that the GPM in Figure 3.8b is also an SPD of itself.

**Definition 3.2.5. (GPM of a Fuzzy Model)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log, $FM = (W, FN, FE, f_a, f_n)$ be a Fuzzy model of the event log where $FN$ is a set of nodes, $FE$ is a set of directed edges between the nodes, $f_a : A \rightarrow FN$ is a function relating each activity to its node in the Fuzzy model, and $f_n : FN \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A)$ is a function relating a node in the Fuzzy model to a set of activities where let $n \in FN, f_n(n) = \{a \in A \mid n \in f_a(a)\}$. We say that $GP = (W, GN, GE, g_a, g_n)$ is a GPM of $FM$ where

- $GN \overset{\text{def}}{=} FN$,
- $GE \overset{\text{def}}{=} FE$,
- $\forall a \in A \ g_a(a) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{f_a(a)\}$, and
- $\forall n' \in GN \ g_n(n') \overset{\text{def}}{=} f_n(n')$.

![Diagram](a) An example Fuzzy model  
(b) A GPM/an SPD of the Fuzzy model

Figure 3.8: An example of a Fuzzy model and a GPM/an SPD which is constructed from the model

The loosely defined semantics of both nodes and arcs in SPDs may lead to ambiguity. For instance, using our conversion approach, the Petri net in Figure 3.9 is also converted to the SPD in Figure 3.7. Both the net in Figure 3.9 and the net in Figure 3.5 are converted to the same SPD, although from a behavioral point of view they are very different. SPDs are intended to be sketch of process models rather than precise process models. The idea of having a conceptual process model is that no matter what kind of technique is used to construct a process model from an event log, the model can always be converted to an SPD.

### 3.2.2 Mining SPDs from Event Logs

Other than constructing an SPD based on other process model, an SPD can also be constructed directly from an event log. For this purpose, we can use a straightforward, fuzzy clustering algorithm [23]. The goal of clustering algorithms is to divide observations over a number of subsets (or clusters), such that the observations in each of these clusters are similar in some sense, i.e. often precede each other. The idea behind the clustering algorithm we use follows this concept in a very simple
way. First, we define a similarity metric on activities. Then, we choose a number of clusters and use a Fuzzy k-Medoids algorithm to create clusters of activities that maximize the similarity values in each cluster. Note that an activity may appear in more than one cluster.

Such a Fuzzy k-Medoid algorithm requires two metrics, namely (1) a measure for the (dis)similarity of objects (activities in our case) and (2) a measure for the probability that an object belongs to a cluster of which another object is the medoid. We define both metrics based on direct succession of events.

**Definition 3.2.6. (Event Succession)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. We define $>W: A \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ as a function counting how often events from two activities directly succeed each other in all cases, i.e. for $a_1, a_2 \in A$, we say that $>W(a_1, a_2) = \#_{e_1, e_2 \in E}(t(e_1) < t(e_2) \land a(e_1) = a_1 \land a(e_2) = a_2 \land c(e_1) = c(e_2) \land \lnot_{\exists e_3 \in E}(c(e_3) = c(e_1) \land t(e_1) < t(e_3) < t(e_2)))$.

We use the notation $a_1 >W a_2$ to denote $>W(a_1, a_2) > 0$.

The similarity between activities is defined by looking at how often events relating to these activities follow each other directly in the log. If events relating to these activities follow each other more often, their similarity increases. Note that if two activities $a_1, a_2$ are different, their similarity is never equal to 1.

**Definition 3.2.7. (Activity Similarity)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. We define the similarity $\sigma: A \times A \rightarrow (0, 1]$ between two activities $a_1, a_2 \in A$, such that if $a_1 = a_2$ then $\sigma(a_1, a_2) = 1$, otherwise $\sigma(a_1, a_2) = \frac{>W(a_1, a_2) + >W(a_2, a_1) + 1}{2 + 2 \max_{a_3, a_4 \in A}(>W(a_3, a_4))}$.

Note that $\max_{a_3, a_4 \in A}(>W(a_3, a_4))$ is the maximum value of $>W$ from all pair of activities in the event log. With this function, we are able to obtain value between 0 and 1 for every pair of activities even in extreme conditions such that no activities ever precede others (e.g. all cases only consists of one event). In that case, the similarity between two activities would be 50%.

As stated before, we also need a measure for the probability that an activity belongs to a cluster of which another activity is the medoid. For this purpose, we use the FCM membership model from [19].

**Definition 3.2.8. (Cluster Membership Probability)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. Furthermore, let $A^k \subseteq A$ with $|A^k| = k$ be a set of medoids, each being the medoid of a cluster. For all $a_1 \in A^k$ and $a_2 \in A$ we define the probability $u(a_1, a_2)$ to denote the probability
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that $a_2$ belongs to the cluster of which $a_1$ is the medoid, i.e. $u : A^k \times A \rightarrow [0,1]$, where $u(a_1, a_2) = \frac{\sigma(a_1, a_2)^m}{\sum_{a_3 \in A^k \sigma(a_3, a_2)^m}}$. Note that $m \in [1, \infty)$ here denotes the so-called “fuzzifier” which can be fixed at a certain value, e.g. suppose that $m = 2$, $u(a_1, a_2) = \frac{\sigma(a_1, a_2)}{\sum_{a_3 \in A^k \sigma(a_3, a_2)}}$.

Using the cluster membership and the similarity functions, we can introduce the fuzzy k-Medoid algorithm.

**Definition 3.2.9. (Fuzzy k-Medoid Algorithm)**
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log. Furthermore, let $0 < k \leq |A|$ be the desired number of clusters. We search a set of medoids $A_k \subseteq A$ with $|A_k| = k$, such that this set minimizes $\sum_{a \in A} \sum_{a_k \in A_k} (u(a_k, a)^m)$. 

Finally, after the medoids have been found, we need to construct an SPD. Obviously, the found clusters correspond to the nodes in the SPD model, thereby also providing the mapping between activities in the log and nodes in the model. The edges however are again constructed using the succession relation defined earlier.

**Definition 3.2.10. (SPD Mining Algorithm)**
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)\) be an event log and let $A_k \subseteq A$ be a set of medoids. We define the mined SPD model from the event log $L$ as $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ such that

- $N = A^k$, i.e. the nodes of the SPD model are identified by the cluster medoids,
- $L = \{(a^k_1, a^k_2) \in A^k \times A^k \mid \exists a_1 \in l_a(a^k_1) \land l_n(a^k_1) \exists a_2 \in l_a(a^k_2) \land l_n(a^k_2) \forall a_1 > W a_2\}$.
- $l_a : A \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A^k)$, such that $l_a(a) = \{a^k \in A^k \mid u(a^k, a) \approx \max_{a_1 \in A^k}(u(a^k_1, a))\}$, and
- $l_n : A^k \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A)$, such that $l_n(a^k) = \{a \in A \mid a \in l_a(a)\}$.

According to Definition 3.2.10, an activity refers to a node (and vice versa) if the probability that the activity belongs to the cluster represented by the node is approximately the same as the maximum probability over all clusters. This implies that each medoid belongs to its own cluster. Furthermore, all other activities belong to at least one cluster, namely the one for which the function $u$ is maximal. An activity can belong to multiple clusters. Note that we do not use equality of probabilities, as this would require the number of direct successions in the log to be the same for multiple pairs of activities and this is rarely the case in practice.

After nodes are constructed, the only thing left is to construct edges of the connected SPD. The edges are determined using the direct succession relation. Basically, two nodes are connected if there is an activity referred to by the first node that is not referred to by the second node that is at least once directly succeeded by an activity referred to by the second node, but not by the first. 

\[\text{with } a \approx b, \text{ we denote the value of } a \text{ is approximately the same as the value of } b\]
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3.2.3 Creating a Hand Made SPD

SPD is a process model that can present processes intuitively, regardless of their complexity. In situations where process owners already have intuitions about their processes execution, they can create their own SPDs. An advantage of using SPDs to describe processes over other process models is that SPDs can describe processes in any level of abstraction. Hence, process owners can adjust the level of abstraction of their hand made process models according to both their need and knowledge about the processes.

For example, suppose that a process consists of six activities labelled A, B, C, D, E, and F. A process owner knows that the process always starts with activity A and ends with activity F, but he does not know the precedence relations between activities B, C, D, and E. In this case, the process owner can draw an SPD consisting of 3 nodes as shown in Figure 3.10. One node represents activity A, another node represents activity F, and the last node represents the rest of the activities. The owner does not need to know the precedence relation between B, C, D, and E. As long as he knows that activity B, C, D, and E are executed within a continuous time period between the executions of activity A and activity F in the process, the activities can be represented as a single SPD node \( B,C,D,E \). Note that the process can also be described as the SPD shown in Figure 3.11 where activity B, C, D, and E can be executed in an arbitrary order. In this case, the decision to choose which process model is the best to describe the process is left to the process owner.

![Figure 3.10: An example of a hand made SPD that is created based on limited information about the process (1)](image1)

![Figure 3.11: An example of a hand made SPD that is created based on limited information about the process (2)](image2)

Using the same example, suppose that the process owner has additional information that activity C is always started after activity B is started in the process, but before it is finished. Thus, activities B and C are performed within a relatively short continuous period in the process. Therefore, these activities are better to be represented as a single node, separated from activities D and E. As the precedence between activity D, and activity E are unknown, it is safe to assume that they can
be executed in an arbitrary order. This process can be represented by an SPD as shown in Figure 3.12. The SPD in Figure 3.12 provides arguably better insights into the process than the SPD in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, as it provides an intuition that activities B and C are related to each other in some sense closer than other relations which can be formed by a combination of activities B, C, D, and E.

![Figure 3.12: An example of a hand made SPD that is created based on limited information about the process (3)](image)

However, with such a relaxed way to represent activities, SPD nodes can be easily misinterpreted. For instance, Figure 3.13 shows another hand made SPD of our previous process example. In this figure, the node \( D, E \) is created to indicate that activity D and activity E are performed without any precedence order. However, based on the way activities B and C are presented as node \( B, C \) in Figure 3.12, node \( D, E \) may also give a false indication that activity E is always started during execution of activity D. Therefore, we would like to emphasize that to interpret SPDs correctly, knowledge about the process under consideration and reasoning behind the construction of nodes and arcs is required.

![Figure 3.13: An example of hand made SPD that is created based on limited information about processes (4)](image)

In this chapter, we provided SPDs as high level process models which can present a process intuitively, regardless of the process’ complexity. We also provided several approaches to obtain SPDs of processes: by converting process models to SPDs, by constructing SPDs from event logs, or by creating hand made SPDs. In the next chapter, we use both an SPD and an event log to obtain performance information of a business process which is represented by the log.
Chapter 4

Measuring Performance

In Chapter 3, we presented SPDs as conceptual process models which can represent even complex processes intuitively. In this chapter, we explain an approach to measure performance of a business process based on a given SPD and the process’ event log. Section 4.1 provides an overview of how the performance information is extracted. Sections 4.2 to 4.5 provide step-by-step explanation of how to extract the information. In Section 4.6, a complete list and explanation of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that can be obtained from the information extraction is provided.

4.1 Overview

In order to obtain performance information from an event log, we replay the log on a given model. We assume the model to be an SPD, but we ensure robustness of our approach by not making assumptions on the structure of the process. Our log replay is influenced by both the case animations of Fuzzy models [25] and the replay of event logs in Petri nets [28, 41]. An overview of our log replay is given in Figure 4.1. As shown in the figure, in order to perform the replay, both an SPD and an event log are given. Each case in the log is treated independently. Therefore, we only show a sequence of events of a single case in the figure. Each node of the SPD should be mapped to an activity or a set of activities in the log. In the figure, each node is labelled by a greek alphabet (α, β, γ, and δ) and the activities each node refers to are given in brackets (e.g. node α refers to both activity A and B).

The first step of the log replay is to determine for each event in the sequence, which SPD node it refers to. This step is needed because there can be more than one node which is referred to by an activity. The result of the first step is an SPD node sequence for each sequence in the log. An illustration of the first step is given in Figure 4.1 where a sequence of SPD nodes ⟨α, α, ..., δ⟩ is derived from a sequence of events. Each event is represented by the name of activity which is referred to by the event and its event type (e.g. A(start) represents an event e in an event log W where et(e) = start and a(e) = A). Details of how to obtain node sequences from sequences of events in the event log is given in Section 4.2.

The second step of the log replay is to identify to which node instance a node in the node sequence refers to. In order to do this, we define a look-ahead value as a user-defined value which determines how many nodes ahead of the currently
inspected node are considered to determine the node instances. This look-ahead is similar to the look-ahead of cases animation in [25]. The details of the second step are given in Section 4.3.

After the node instances are known, the third step is to identify case routing between the instances. The identified case routing and node instances are the basis of performance calculation. Details of the third step are given in Section 4.4. In the fourth step, activity instances are identified. This step can actually be performed in conjunction with the third step. The identified activity instances also become the basis of our performance calculation. Further explanation of the activity instance identification is given in Section 4.5. Note that all steps in Sections 4.2 to 4.5 are necessary to perform a performance measurement of the KPIs given in Section 4.6.

4.2 Node Sequence Identification

Given an SPD and a sequence of events which represents a case in an event log, we need to relate each event to an instance of an SPD node. To construct a sequence of SPD nodes from the event sequence, we assume that the execution of activities conforms to activities’ precedence relation which is indicated by the SPD. The sequence of SPD nodes is identified by decomposing the sequence of events to maximum fitting subtraces and replace each subtrace by its corresponding sequence.
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Before we define the maximum fitting subtraces, we need to define a notion of a fitting subtrace. A fitting subtrace is a sequence of events for which a mapping from each event in the sequence to a possible SPD node can be constructed such that given an event $e$ in the sequence and a set of SPD nodes $S$ consisting of all nodes where at least one of $e$’s predecessors in the sequence is mapped to, $e$ is mapped to either an element of $S$ or a successor of any element of $S$. Fitting subtrace can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.2.1. (Fitting Subtrace)**
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log, $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in $W$, and $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ be an SPD of the event log. A fitting subtrace $f_i^l$ of a sequence of events $\langle \langle e_0, ..., e_n \rangle \rangle \in C_W$ is a subsequence $\langle e_s, ..., e_{s+1} \rangle$, such that there exists a sequence of SPD nodes $\langle n_0, ..., n_{l-1} \rangle$ where

- $\forall 0 \leq i < l: n_i \in N \land a(e_{s+i}) \in l_n(n_i)$, and
- $\forall 0 \leq i < l: (n_i = n_j) \lor (\exists 0 \leq k < j: (n_k, n_j) \in L)$

Given a sequence of events of a case, we argue that we can always decompose the sequence to fitting subtraces. A fitting decomposition of a sequence is a decomposition of the sequence to sub sequences where each sub sequence is a fitting subtrace. A fitting decomposition can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.2.2. (Fitting Decomposition)**
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log, $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in $W$, and $\langle \langle e_0, ..., e_{k-1} \rangle \rangle \in C_W$ be a sequence of events that represents a case in $W$. $\langle l_0, ..., l_m \rangle$ is a Fitting Decomposition of the sequence iff

- $\sum_{i=0}^{m} l_i = n + 1$, and
- $\forall 0 \leq i \leq m: l_i > 0$, and
- $\forall 0 \leq i \leq m: f_i^l \in \sum_{j=0}^{l_i} l_j$ is a fitting subtrace of $\langle \langle e_0, ..., e_n \rangle \rangle$.

Let $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in an event log $W$, for every sequence of events $\langle \langle e_0, ..., e_{n-1} \rangle \rangle \in C_W$, we argue that such fitting decomposition exists. The proof is straightforward. Every sequence can be decomposed into subsequences, each consisting of only one event. A sequence which only consists of one event is a fitting subtrace. Thus, every sequence can be decomposed to fitting subtraces.

**(Proposition 4.2.1) (Event sequences can be decomposed)**
Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log, $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in $W$, and $\langle \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle \rangle \in C_W$ be a sequence of events that represents a case in $W$. A fitting decomposition of the form $\langle l_0, ..., l_m \rangle$ exists.

**Proof:** Since for all $0 \leq i \leq k$ holds that there exists a sequence $\langle n \rangle$ with $n \in l_a(a(e_i))$, which implies $a(e_i) \in l_n(n)$ (Definition 3.1.1), we know that $f_i^1 = \langle e_i \rangle$ is a fitting subtrace. Therefore, $\langle l_0, ..., l_m \rangle$ is a fitting decomposition, where for all $0 \leq j \leq m = k, l_j = 1$. \qed
Based on the definition of a fitting subtrace, we define a Maximum Fitting Subtrace as a fitting subtrace which is not a subsequence of another fitting subtrace. This definition can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.2.3. (Maximum Fitting Subtrace)**

Let $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, e)$ be an event log, $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in $W$, and $f^l_s = \langle e_s, \ldots, e_{s+l-1} \rangle$ be a fitting subtrace of a sequence of events $\langle \langle e_0, \ldots, e_n \rangle \rangle \in C_W$. A Maximum Fitting Subtrace is a fitting subtrace $f^l_s$ such that there is no other fitting subtrace $f^{l'}_s$ where $l' > l$.

By decomposing sequence of events $\langle \langle e_0, \ldots, e_{n-1} \rangle \rangle \in C_W$ to maximum fitting subtraces, we obtain a mapping function $m : E \to N$ which maps each event in the sequence to exactly one node in SPD. However, note that not all fitting subtraces can only be mapped to exactly one sequence of SPD nodes, i.e., some fitting subtraces can be mapped to more than one sequence of SPD nodes. Hence, the selection of which sequence of SPD nodes is a mapping of a fitting subtrace is left to the implementation. In the current implementation, sequence of SPD nodes with higher number of unique SPD nodes are prioritized over sequences of SPD nodes with the lower number. In addition, the identification for maximum fitting subtraces are started from the first event in the sequence ($e_0$). After the first maximum fitting subtrace is identified, the next maximum fitting subtrace is identified from the next event of the sequence which is not a part of the previously identified maximum fitting subtrace. The identification is repeated until all maximum fitting subtraces are identified.

As an example, see the SPD in Figure 4.2 and the sequence of events in a case in Figure 4.3. Each event in Figure 4.3 is labelled by an activity it refers to. Using Definition 4.2.1, we obtain three maximum fitting subtraces from the sequence:

- $\langle A, B, C, D \rangle$, which can be mapped to either $\langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta \rangle$ or $\langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \delta \rangle$
- $\langle E \rangle$, which is mapped to $\langle \omega \rangle$
- $\langle F, F, G \rangle$, which is mapped to $\langle \epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle$.

![Figure 4.2: SPD for example](image-url)
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\( \alpha \) refers to activity \( A \) and \( \beta \) refers to activity \( B \) and there is an arc from node \( \alpha \) to node \( \beta \).

Event \( E \) is not a part of the first maximum fitting subtrace. According to Figure 4.2, the activity only refers to node \( \omega \). Node \( \omega \) does not have any predecessor nodes and only refers to activity \( E \). Thus, according to Definition 4.2.1, event \( E \) must be placed in a separate fitting subtrace.

According to Definition 4.2.1, there exists a sequence of SPD nodes for every fitting subtrace. According to Definition 4.2.3, maximum fitting subtraces are also fitting subtraces. For the first maximum subtrace, there are several possible sequences of nodes, such as: \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta \rangle \), \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \delta \rangle \), \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \beta, \delta \rangle \), and \( \langle \gamma, \eta, \eta, \eta \rangle \). In this thesis, we choose the sequences with maximum number of unique SPD nodes. Thus, our sequence candidates for the first maximum subtrace is filtered to only \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta \rangle \) and \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \delta \rangle \), as both of them have the highest number of unique nodes (4 nodes). Any of this candidates can be selected to represent the first maximum subtrace.

The second subtrace only consists of one event which refers to activity \( E \). As node \( \omega \) is the only one which is referred to by activity \( A \), the event can only be mapped to node \( \omega \). Thus, the sequence of SPD nodes of the second event subtrace is \( \langle \omega \rangle \). Using the same approach, we identify that the third subtrace corresponds to sequence \( \langle \epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle \).

By merging all identified sequences of SPD nodes (\( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta \rangle \) or \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \delta \rangle \), \( \langle \omega \rangle \), and \( \langle \epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle \)), we obtain two sequences of SPD nodes for the sequence of events in Figure 4.3, namely: \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta, \omega, \epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle \) and \( \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \delta, \omega, \epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle \). Figure 4.4 illustrates both possible sequence of nodes for sequence of events in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.4: Sequence of SPD nodes for the sequence of events in Figure 4.3](image)

In an extreme case, the number of maximum subtraces can be equal to the number of events. See the sequence in Figure 4.5 as an example. There is no two consecutive events \( e, e' \) in this sequence which either refer to the same node or refer to two different nodes which are connected by an arc. Thus, each event in the sequence is a maximum fitting subtrace. All maximum subtraces of the sequence are \( \langle D \rangle \), \( \langle A \rangle \), \( \langle E \rangle \), \( \langle D \rangle \), \( \langle C \rangle \), \( \langle E \rangle \), and \( \langle A \rangle \). In cases where the maximum fitting subtrace only consists of one event, we can choose any SPD node that the event refers to. Three of the possible sequences of SPD nodes which can represent the sequence of events in Figure 4.5 are \( \langle \delta, \zeta, \omega, \delta, \beta, \omega, \epsilon \rangle \), \( \langle \delta, \alpha, \omega, \theta, \eta, \omega, \gamma \rangle \), and \( \langle \theta, \alpha, \omega, \delta, \eta, \omega, \zeta \rangle \).
4.3 Node Instance Identification

After sequences of SPD nodes are obtained, the next step of our log replay is to identify SPD node instances. An SPD node may refer to more than one activity. Thus, performance calculations based on SPD node instances may provide insights into a process’ performance on a higher level of abstraction than calculations which are based on activity instances.

To define SPD node instances formally, we introduce the relation $\models$ as relation between classes of events such that each of the class represents an instance of an SPD node. The relation is influenced by the case animation approach in [25]. Let $W$ be an event log, $C_W$ be a set of event sequences that represents cases in the log, $\langle\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle\rangle \in C_W$ be a sequence of events in the event log, and $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ be an SPD of the log. Two events $e, e'$ in the sequence $\langle\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle\rangle \in C_W$, where $e$ occurs earlier than $e'$, are related with respect to their node instance if they both refers to the same node $n \in N$ and the index of event $e'$ is at most $l_a$ more than the index of event $e$ in the sequence. If there is any other event $e''$ in the sequence that has an index between the two events and can be mapped to any successor of node $n$ (we refer to the successor node as $n'$), there should be another event between event $e$ and event $e''$ in the sequence that can be mapped to predecessor of node $n'$. $l_a$ is named as look-ahead value and a sub sequence that is formed from $l_a$ direct successors of event $e$ in the sequence is named the look-ahead window.

The relation is formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.3.1. (SPD Node Instance Relation)** Let

- $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log,
- $C_W$ be a set of sequences of events in event log $W$ that represents cases,
- $S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n)$ be an SPD of the event log $W$,
- $LA$ be a look-ahead value ($LA \in \mathbb{N}_1$),
- $tr = \langle\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle\rangle, tr \in C_W$ be a sequence of events in event log $W$, and
- $m : E \rightarrow N$ be a function mapping an event to an SPD node that is obtained from decomposing $tr$ to maximum fitting subtraces.

We define an relation $\models$ on the events in $tr$, such that given $i, j \in \mathbb{N}_1, 0 \leq i \leq j \leq \text{min}(k, i + LA), e_i \models e_j$ iff

- $i = j$, or
- $\forall i < h < j [(m(e_i), m(e_h)) \in L \Rightarrow (m(e_h) \neq m(e_i) \land \exists i < h (m(e_i), m(e_h)) \in L) \land (m(e_i) = m(e_j))]$

\(^1\)with $\text{min} : \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z}$, we denote a function that returns the minimum value between two values
Based on the relation, we define a node instance of node $n \in N$ in a sequence of event $tr \in C_W$ as a sequence of unique events, ordered based on their timestamps consisting all events in $tr$ that are node instance equivalent. Formally, a node instance is defined as follows:

**Definition 4.3.2. (SPD Node Instance)** Let

- $W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c)$ be an event log,
- $C_W$ be a set of sequences of events in event log $W$ that represents cases,
- $S = (W, N, L, l_u, l_n)$ be an SPD of the event log $W$, and
- $tr = \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle, tr \in C_W$ be a sequence of events in event log $W$.

We define a **Node Instance** of node $n \in N$ in sequence of events $tr$ as a sequence of events $ni_n^{tr} = \langle e_{i_0}, ..., e_{i_l} \rangle$ where:

1. $\forall 0 \leq i \leq j \ 0 \leq i_l \leq k$,
2. $\forall 0 \leq i_l \leq j \ e_{i_l-1} \equiv e_{i_l}$,
3. $\forall 0 \leq j \leq l \ i_l \neq i_p \land t(e_{i_l}) < t(e_{i_p})$, and
4. $\forall 0 \leq i \leq k, (\exists 0 \leq j \leq l \ e_{i_l} \equiv e_{i_l} \lor e_l \equiv e_{i_l}) \Rightarrow \exists 0 \leq j \leq l \ i_p = l$.

Furthermore, we define $NI_n^{tr}$ to be the set of node instances of node $n \in N$ in $tr$.

As an example, consider our previous example in Section 4.3. Suppose that the sequence of SPD nodes $\langle n_0, ..., n_7 \rangle = \langle \alpha, \beta, \epsilon, \theta, \omega, \epsilon, \epsilon \rangle$ is selected to represent the sequence of events $\langle e_0, ..., e_7 \rangle$ in Figure 4.3. With a look-ahead value equal to 3, we obtain these node instances: $\langle e_0 \rangle, \langle e_1 \rangle, \langle e_2 \rangle, \langle e_3 \rangle, \langle e_4 \rangle, \langle e_5 \rangle, \langle e_6 \rangle, \langle e_7 \rangle$. Notice that although $e_5$ refers to the same node as $e_2$ and is within the look-ahead window of $e_2 (2 + 3 \leq 5)$, it is not a part of node instance $\langle e_2 \rangle$ because of the existence of $e_3$. $e_3$ refers to a successor of $m(e_2)$, lies between $e_2$ and $e_5$ in the sequence of events, and is not preceded by any events which refer to any of the predecessors of $m(e_3)$.

The third step of our log replay is performed to identify the control flow between the identified node instances. Control flow indicates the moment a process’ control
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Figure 4.6: Transformation of the sequence of events in Figure 4.3 during log replay

Control flow is passed from an event in a node instance to another event(s) in another node instance(s). Control flow is passed from the last event which forms an instance of node \( n \) to each closest future events within its look-ahead window that is mapped to any successor of \( n \) such that a node instance only receive process control from another node instance exactly once.

Control flow identification can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.4.1. (Control Flow Identification)** Let

- \( W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c) \) be an event log,
- \( C_W \) be a set of sequences of events in event log \( W \) that represents cases,
- \( S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n) \) be an SPD of the event log \( W \),
- \( LA \) be a look-ahead value (\( LA \in \mathbb{N}_1 \)),
- \( tr = \langle e_0, \ldots, e_k \rangle, tr \in C_W \) be a sequence of events in event log \( W \),
- \( m : E \rightarrow N \) be a function mapping an event to an SPD node that is obtained from decomposing \( tr \) to maximum fitting subtraces, and
- \( i, j \) be integer values, \( 0 \leq i < j \leq \min(k, i + LA) \).

We say that \( e_i \) passes control to \( e_j \), denoted by \( e_i \triangleright_c e_j \) iff \( (m(e_i), m(e_j)) \in L \land \exists i < h \leq k \ e_i \models e_h \land \exists i < l < j \ e_l \models e_j \).

Based on Definition 4.4.1, the flow of process control between events in node instances in Figure 4.6 can be illustrated in Figure 4.7. Edges between events in different node instances indicate control passing between source node instances to destination node instances. Recall that the look-ahead value for this example is equal to 3 as explained in Section 4.3. Thus, the look-ahead window for the event at \( t(e_0) \) is \( \langle e_{0+1}, e_{0+2}, e_{0+3} \rangle = \langle B, C, D \rangle \). Based on SPD in Figure 4.2, the only successor of node \( \alpha \) is node \( \beta \). In the look-ahead window, only event \( B \) is mapped to node \( \beta \). Therefore, at time \( t(e_0) \), the last event of node instance \( \alpha \) only passes control to the event \( B \) at \( t(e_1) \), which is also an element of node instance \( \beta \). The other control flows in Figure 4.7 are identified using the similar approach.

As illustrated in Figure 4.7, not all process controls are gained from other node instances and some node instances may not pass control to any other node instances. Node instance \( \theta \) in the figure receives a control from instance \( \epsilon \), but it does not distribute the control to any other node instance. Both the only instance of node \( \omega \) and the the second instance of node \( \epsilon \) do not receive any control from other
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node instance. These two instances are assumed to gain process controls as long as they exist in the process and lose the control without ever passing it to any other activity instances. This relaxed notion of process control makes our approach robust enough to handle unstructured processes or logs that do not match the model under consideration.

As another example, consider the node instances \( (e_0, e_3), (e_1), (e_2), (e_4), (e_5), (e_6) \) which are gained from the trace of events in Figure 4.5. Suppose that the trace of events corresponds to a trace of SPD nodes \( (n_0, ..., n_6) = (\delta, \zeta, \omega, \delta, \beta, \omega, \epsilon) \). Using Definition 4.4.1, we can identify the control flow between the node instances as illustrated in Figure 4.8. An interesting remark on the figure is that by the definition, node instance \( \zeta \) passes control to the last event of node instance \( \delta \). Process control is passed between events, while a node instance may be constructed from several events. Thus, the controls are always passed from the end of node instances, but it may be passed to any location (start, middle, or end) of other node instances.

Control flow identification is an important step to determine both join and split semantics of SPD nodes. Split semantics of a node \( n \) can be determined by calculating how many successor nodes, represented by their instances, are given process control by an instance of node \( n \). If all successor nodes of \( n \) are given process control, then node \( n \) has AND-split semantics. If only some of them are given process control, then the node \( n \) has OR-split semantics. If only one of them is given process control, then the node \( n \) has XOR-semantics.

Our formal approach to identify the type of split semantics of a given SPD node is given as follows:

**Definition 4.4.2. (Split Semantics Identification)** Let

- \( W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c) \) be an event log,
- \( C_W \) be a set of sequences of events in event log \( W \) that represents cases,
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- \( S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n) \) be an SPD of the event log \( W \),
- \( LA \) be a look-ahead value (\( LA \in \mathbb{N}_1 \)),
- \( tr = \langle e_0, \ldots, e_k \rangle \), \( tr \in C_W \) be a sequence of events in event log \( W \), and
- \( m : E \rightarrow N \) be a function mapping an event to an SPD node that is obtained from decomposing \( tr \) to maximum fitting subtraces, and
- \( i \) be an integer, \( 0 \leq i < k \).

We say that \( m(e_i) \) has split semantics at time \( t(e_i) \) iff \( \exists_{i<j<\min(k,i+LA)} e_i >_c e_j \) and \( \nexists_{i<l<k} e_i \models e_l \).

The type of the split semantics, given \( S_{suc} \) = \( \{ n_{suc} \in N \mid (m(e_i), n_{suc}) \in L \} \) as the set of successors node of node \( m(e_i) \) is\(^2\)
- AND-split, iff \( \forall_{n_{suc} \in S_{suc}} \exists_{i<j<\min(k,i+LA)} m(e_j) = n_{suc} \land e_i >_c e_j \)
- OR-split, iff AND-split criteria does not hold, and \( \exists_{S'_{suc} \subset S_{suc}} \ | S'_{suc} | > 1 \land \forall_{n_{suc} \in S'_{suc}} \exists_{i<j<\min(k,i+LA)} m(e_j) = n_{suc} \land e_i >_c e_j \)
- XOR-split, iff OR-split criteria does not hold, \( \exists_{n_{suc} \in S_{suc}, i<j<\min(k,i+LA)} m(e_j) = n_{suc} \land e_i >_c e_j \)

As an example, see the SPD, the node sequence, the node instances (given the value of look-ahead equal to 3), and the control flow in Figure 4.9. At \( t(e_0) \), node instance \( \beta \) passes control to both node instance \( \alpha \) and node instance \( \epsilon \). From the SPD, both node \( \alpha \) and node \( \epsilon \) are the only successors of node \( \alpha \). Thus, based on Definition 4.4.2, node \( \beta \) has AND-split semantics at time \( t(e_0) \). Using the same definition, node \( \gamma \) has XOR-split semantics at time \( t(e_3) \). As shown in the SPD, node \( \gamma \) has two successors node: node \( \alpha \) and node \( \epsilon \). In the node sequence, only node \( \epsilon \) is within the look-ahead window of \( e_3 \). At time \( t(e_3) \), node \( \gamma \) only passes control to one successor out of two possible successors. Therefore, the node has XOR-split semantics at time \( t(e_3) \).

Using a similar approach, we can also identify the join semantics of a node at a particular time. Join semantics of a node \( n \) is determined by calculating how many predecessor nodes of \( n \), each represented by its instance, gave process control to an event which is mapped to node \( n \). If the event accept process control from all predecessor nodes of \( n \), then the node \( n \) has AND-join semantics. If the event accept process control only from some predecessor nodes of \( n \), then the node \( n \) has OR-join semantics. If the event accept process control only from one predecessor node of \( n \), then the node \( n \) has XOR-join semantics.

The approach to identify join semantics can be formalized as follows:

**Definition 4.4.3. (Join Semantics Identification)** Let
- \( W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, e) \) be an event log,
- \( C_W \) be a set of sequences of events in event log \( W \) that represents cases,
- \( S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n) \) be an SPD of the event log \( W \),
- \( LA \) be a look-ahead value (\( LA \in \mathbb{N}_1 \)),

\(^2\)with \( |S| \), we denote a function that returns the number of elements in set \( S \).
4.4. Control Flow Identification

\[ tr = \langle \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle \rangle, tr \in C_W \] be a sequence of events in event log \( W \), and

\[ m : E \rightarrow N \] be a function mapping an event to an SPD node that is obtained from decomposing \( tr \) to maximum fitting subtraces, and

\( j \) be an integer, \( 0 < j \leq k \).

We say that \( m(e_j) \) has join semantics at time \( t(e_j) \) iff \( \exists 0 \leq i < j \ e_i \succ_c e_j \).

The type of the join semantics, given \( S_{\text{pred}} = \{ n_{\text{pred}} \in N \mid (n_{\text{pred}}, m(e_j)) \in L \} \) is

- AND-join, iff\(^3 \) \( \forall n_{\text{pred}} \in S_{\text{pred}}, \exists_{\max(0,j-\text{LA}) \leq i < j} m(e_i) = n_{\text{pred}} \land e_i \succ_c e_j \)
- OR-join, iff AND-join criteria does not hold and \( \exists S'_{\text{pred}} \subseteq S_{\text{pred}} \mid |S'_{\text{pred}}| > 1 \land \forall n_{\text{pred}} \in S'_{\text{pred}}, \exists_{\max(0,j-\text{LA}) \leq i < j} m(e_i) = n_{\text{pred}} \land e_i \succ_c e_j \)
- XOR-join, iff OR-join criteria does not hold and \( \exists_{n_{\text{pred}} \in S_{\text{pred}}:\max(0,j-\text{LA}) \leq i < j} m(e_i) = n_{\text{pred}} \land e_i \succ_c e_j \)

Again consider Figure 4.9. At time \( t(e_1) \), node instance \( \alpha \) receives control from node instance \( \beta \). According the SPD in the same figure, there are two possible predecessors node of node \( \alpha \): node \( \beta \) and node \( \gamma \). Only one of the two predecessors passes control to the node. Therefore, using Definition 4.4.3, node \( \alpha \) has XOR-Join semantics at time \( t(e_1) \). As another example, consider other node sequence and node instances in Figure 4.10. Suppose that both the sequence and all of the instances are derived from the SPD of Figure 4.9 with a value of look-ahead equal to 3. At time \( t(e_2) \), node \( \alpha \) receives control from two node instances: \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \). Thus, at time \( t(e_2) \), node \( \alpha \) has AND-join semantics as all of its predecessor nodes pass their control to the node. Using Definition 4.4.3, both node \( \epsilon \) at time \( t(e_3) \) and node \( \delta \) at time \( t(e_5) \) also have AND-Join semantics.

\(^3\) with \( \max : \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z} \), we denote a function that returns the maximum value between two values.
4.5 Activity Instances Identification

As already explained in Section 2.1, activity is a work-item that is executed by a resource. In a process, an activity may be executed more than once. For instance, activity “examine patient” in a physiotherapy patient handling process may need to be executed more than once during the process, as a physiotherapy patient may need to go through several examinations before and after the therapy. We refer to an activity which is executed at a point of time during a process as an activity instance.

A node instance consists of one or more activity instances. A node instance starts at the moment the first activity instance that refers to the node instance is created and ends at the latest moment an activity instance that refers to the node instance ends. An illustration of a node instance and its activity instances is shown in Figure 4.11. The figure shows an instance of node $\beta$ that refers to three activities, namely A, B, and C. In the figure, an activity instance of each of the referred activity is shown. Notice that an activity instance may have several states. Transition from a state to another state is identified by event with a certain event type. In the figure, an event is labelled by the name of the activity that the event refers to and the type of the event inside a bracket, e.g. $\text{A(start)}$ indicates an occurrence of event $e$ which refers to activity A and has an event type “start”.

As stated in Section 2.1, there are several common performance metrics which can be calculated based on activity instances. Unfortunately, in most cases, real-life event logs do not provide any information of activity instances. By a simple heuristic approach, we can derive activity instances from node instances. We assume that activity instances are formed by sequences of events which follows a transactional model of an activity as shown in Figure 2.5. With this assumption, we can define activity instances as sequences of events which refer to the same SPD node instance where for each two consecutive events $e, e'$ in the sequence, the transition of an activity’s state from the event type $et(e)$ to $et(e')$ is allowed according to the transactional model.

Activity instances can be obtained by arranging all events that forms the node instance such that the events which refer to the same activity and precede each other as permitted in the activity transactional model (see Section 2.2.1) are placed in the same activity instance. This also implies that an event can only be a part
Therefore, we find it is necessary to add the assumption that activities which are started early have a higher priority than other activities which are started later. Thus, we attach events as much as possible to the activity instances which are started earlier before attaching events to activity instances which are started later.

As an example, suppose that we have a node instance that consists of 10 events \( \langle e_0, ..., e_9 \rangle = \langle B(schedule), C(start), B(start), B(complete), B(schedule), B(start), B(start), C(resume), B(suspend), B(complete) \rangle \). Note that in the notation of the node instance, each event is presented by the name of activity it refers to and its event types given in brackets. Using our reference transactional model that was explained in Section 2.2.1, we can construct activity instances as illustrated in Figure 4.12. New instances are only added if events cannot be attached to any existing activity instances. In our example, the occurrence of event \( B(start) \) at time \( t_2 \) does not create a new activity instance of B. The event is rather grouped to activity instance B-1. Note that in the figure, occurrence of the event \( B(schedule) \) at time \( t_4 \) initiate a new activity instance B-2 because according to our transactional model, an activity in a “completed” state does not have any other possible event which can be related to it. At time \( t_8 \), event \( B(suspend) \) can be grouped to either activity instance B-2 or activity instance B-3 because at the particular time, the last event in both activity instances has event type \( start \) which can be succeeded by an event with event type \( suspend \). This where our second assumption is needed. As activity instance B-2 is started earlier than activity instance B-3, it has higher priority than activity B-3. Therefore, the event is grouped to activity instance B-2.

4.6 Key Performance Indicators

Beside the information that can be obtained directly from event logs, both the concept of node instances and the concept of activity instances provide additional
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Figure 4.12: Example of constructed activity instances

information that can be used as a basis for our performance analysis. Node instances are aggregations of activity instances. Therefore, node instances provide the views of activities on a higher level of abstraction than activity instances. We argue that the two concepts complement each other during performance analysis of a process.

As an example, suppose that we have a process which is represented by a single SPD node. Two cases from the same process are shown in Figure 4.13(i) and 4.13(ii). All activity instances in both figures are constructed from events which refer to node \( \beta \). At the level of node instances, the time it takes to finish the whole process in both process instance is the same \( (t_5 - t_0) \). However, if we analyze the instances at the level of activity instances, we gain additional insights into the cases: The first case has longer “busy” periods than the second case. The average time it takes to finish an activity instance in the process instance described in Figure 4.13(i) is \( \frac{(t_3 - t_0) + (t_4 - t_1) + (t_5 - t_2)}{3} \), while the average time it takes to finish an activity instance in the second process instance is \( (t_1 - t_0) + (t_2 - t_2) + (t_3 - t_3) \) which is obviously less than the first calculation. From the two levels of abstraction that can be provided, which level of abstraction is more relevant compared to the other depends on the purpose of the analysis.

Figure 4.13: Different insights into a process from different level of abstraction

In Section 2.1, various performance metrics to measure business process performance were explained briefly. Based on the performance metrics in Section 2.1 and our approach to replay log on SPDs which was explained in Sections 4.2 to 4.5, we provide several KPIs of business processes which can be grouped into two: case-level
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KPIs and model-dependent KPIs. The details of each group are explained in Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2, respectively. In this chapter, the KPIs are explained informally. Some of the KPIs are also formalized in Appendix A.

4.6.1 Case-Level KPIs

Case-level KPIs refer to either performance metrics which are measured on a case level (i.e. process instance) or performance metrics which can be measured from event logs without any need for process model. Let \( W \) be an event log and \( S \) be an SPD of the log, several KPIs in this category are given as follows:

1. Case throughput time

Throughput time of a case is defined as the total amount of time spent from the moment the first event in the case occurs until the moment the last event in the case occurs. In this thesis, we calculate these statistical values:
   - The average case throughput time of all cases in \( W \).
   - The minimum case throughput time of all cases in \( W \).
   - The maximum case throughput time of all cases in \( W \).
   - The standard deviation in the calculation of the average throughput time of all cases in \( W \).
   - The average case throughput time of \( x \)% cases with the lowest throughput time in \( W \), where \( 0 \leq x \leq 100 \).
   - The average case throughput time of \( y \)% cases with the highest throughput time in \( W \), where \( 0 \leq y \leq 100 \).
   - The average case throughput time of remainder \((100 - x - y)\)% cases in \( W \).

2. Number of cases

The total number of cases in \( W \).

3. Number of traces

The total number of unique sequence of events that represent cases in \( W \), where each event is represented by its corresponding activity and event type.

4. Executed events per resource

The average number of events that is related to a resource in \( W \).

5. Executed activities per resource

The average number of unique activities which is performed by a resource in \( W \).

6. Number of resources per case

The average number of resources that are involved in a case in \( W \).
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7. **Number of fitting cases**
   The total number of sequence of events that represent a case which is also maximum fitting subtraces in $W$. Fitting subtraces are identified based on $S$.

8. **Arrival rate of cases**
   The number of cases that arrive per time unit in $W$.

9. **Involved resources in all cases**
   The total number of resources that are involved in $W$.

10. **Involved teams in all cases**
    The total number of unique set of resources that are involved in at least a case in $W$.

4.6.2 **Process-model-related KPIs**

Some performance metrics of a business process can only be calculated if a process model is known in advance. As an example, in order to calculate delays for an activity (waiting time), one needs to know which other activities are synchronized in a parallel join with the activity. This type of information is typically provided by process models. In this thesis, we use SPD as our process model. Based on our approach to replay event logs in SPDs, we define four categories of process-model-related KPIs: SPD-Node-related KPIs, SPD-Edge-related KPIs, Two-nodes performance KPIs, and Aggregated-activities KPIs. Details of each category are given in the sub sections 4.6.2.1 to 4.6.2.4.

4.6.2.1 **SPD-Node-related KPIs**

Let $W$ be an event log, $C$ be a set of all cases in event log $W$, and $S$ be an SPD of the event log. Suppose that a node in the SPD $n$ is selected as the node under inspection, several node-related KPIs that can be measured are given as follows:

1. **Node activation frequency**
   The total number of events in $C$ that refers to node $n$.

2. **Node initialization frequency**
   The total number of cases in $C$ that starts with an event that refers to node $n$.

3. **Node termination frequency**
   The total number of cases in $C$ that ends with an event that refers to node $n$. 

4. Number of performers
The total number of unique resources in $C$ that are related to at least an event in $C$ that refers to node $n$.

5. Relative frequency in a case
The total number of events in $C$ that refers to node $n$ per case.

6. Node throughput time
The time spent to work on an instance of node $n$. Let $ni$ be an instance of node $n$, node throughput time is the time spend between the moment the first event that refers to $ni$ occurs and the moment the last event that refers to $ni$ occurs. For this KPI, several statistical values are calculated:

- The average node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$.
- The minimum node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$.
- The maximum node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$.
- The standard deviation in the calculation of the average node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$.
- The average node throughput time of $x\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$ with the lowest node throughput time, where $0 \leq x \leq 100$.
- The average node throughput time of $y\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$ with the highest node throughput time, where $0 \leq y \leq 100$.
- The average node throughput time of remainder $(100 - x - y)\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$.

7. Node waiting time
Suppose that there is a set of node instances $NI_{pred}$ which need to be executed before an instance of node $n$ can be executed in a case in $C$. Waiting time is defined as the time between the latest moment when an event in $NI_{pred}$ occurs and the moment the first event that refers to the instance of node $n$ occurs. For this KPI, similar statistical values as the statistical values provided for the Node Throughput Time KPI are calculated (e.g. average node waiting time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$, maximum node waiting time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$).

8. Node synchronization time
Suppose that there is a set of node instances $NI_{pred}$ which need to be executed before an event which corresponds to node $n'$ can be executed in a case in $C$, where an instance of node $n$ is also in $NI_{pred}$. Synchronization time is calculated for node $n$ in the instance as the time between a moment the latest event in $NI_{pred}$ occurs and the moment the latest event in the instance of node $n$ occurs. For this KPI, similar statistical values as the statistical values provided for the Node Throughput Time KPI are calculated (e.g. the average node synchronization time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$, maximum node synchronization time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$).
9. **AND-join frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has AND-join semantics in $C$.

10. **AND-split-frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has AND-split semantics in $C$.

11. **OR-join frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has OR-join semantics in $C$.

12. **OR-split frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has OR-split semantics in $C$.

13. **XOR-join frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has XOR-join semantics in $C$.

14. **XOR-split frequency**

The total number of times where an instance of node $n$ has XOR-split semantics in $C$.

4.6.2.2 **Edge-related KPIs**

Edge-related KPIs are based on process controls which are passed from a node instance to other instance(s). As the controls are routed through SPD edges, we define the KPIs as edge-related KPIs. Let $W$ be an event log, $C$ be a set of all cases in event log $W$, $S$ be an SPD of the event log, $n_1$ and $n_2$ be two nodes in $S$, and $l$ be an arc from $n_1$ to $n_2$ in $S$. Suppose that $l$ is selected as the edge under inspection, several edge-related KPIs that can be measured are given as follows:

1. **Edge frequency**

The total number of times a control is passed from instance of node $n_1$ to instance of node $n_2$ in $C$.

2. **Edge move time**

The move time of edge $l$ is the total time spend to route a process control from an instance of node $n_1$ to an instance of node $n_2$ in $C$. Move time is calculated as the time spend from the moment the last event in the instance of node $n_1$ occurs until the event in the instance of node $n_2$ that receives process control from the last event
in the instance of node $n_1$ occurs. For this KPI, similar statistical values as the Node Throughput Time KPI are calculated (e.g. average move time of all pairs of instances of node $n_1$ and instances of node $n_2$ in $C$ where process control is passed from $n_1$ instances to $n_2$ instances, the maximum move time of all pairs of instances of node $n_1$ and instances of node $n_2$ in $C$ where process control is passed from $n_1$ instances to $n_2$ instances).

3. Edge violating frequency

The total number of times in $C$ when the first event $e$ that refers to an instance of node $n_1$ occurs without gaining any control from other node instance while the first event which refers to an instance of node $n_2$ already occurred before $e$ and the last event which refers to the same instance of node $n_2$ has not occurred yet.

4.6.2.3 Two-nodes analysis

During performance analysis, it is also interesting to identify specific relation between two SPD nodes. Let $W$ be an event log, $C$ be a set of all cases in event log $W$, $S$ be an SPD of the event log, $n_1$ and $n_2$ be two nodes in $S$. Suppose that $n_1$ is selected as the source node and $n_2$ is selected as the target node, several performance metrics which can be derived specific to the two nodes are:

1. Source-target pair frequency

The total number of cases in $C$ where two events, each refers to node $n_1$ and $n_2$, respectively, occur.

2. Number of fitting cases

The total number of cases in $C$ where two events, each refers to node $n_1$ and $n_2$, respectively, occur. In addition, sequence of events that form the cases must also be maximum fitting subtraces.

3. Sojourn time

The Sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ in a case in $C$ is defined as the time spent between the moment the first event that refers to node $n_1$ occurs in the case and the moment the first event that refers to node $n_2$ occurs in the same case. For this KPI, similar statistical values as the Node Throughput Time KPI are calculated (e.g. the average sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of all cases in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$).

4.6.2.4 Aggregated-activities KPIs

Aggregated-activities KPIs provide performance information of SPD nodes based on activity instances within instances of SPD nodes. The KPIs utilize the state of activities as explained in Section 2.1. Hence, the KPIs are calculated by considering
the event types of events that were explained in Section 2.2.1. Recall that in this thesis, we use the transactional model shown in Figure 2.5.

Let $W$ be an event log, $C$ be a set of all cases in event log $W$, $S$ be an SPD of the event log, $n$ be a node in SPD $S$, $ca$ be a case in $C$, $ni_n$ be an instance of node $n$ in $ca$, $AI$ be a set of activity instances in $ni_n$, and $ai$ be an activity instance in $AI$. Several KPIs which can be calculated for node $n$ from the activity instances are given as follows:

1. **Frequency of activity instances**
   The number of activity instances that refer to instance of node $n$ in $C$.

2. **Aggregated-activities throughput time**
   The throughput time of activity instance $ai$ is the time spent between the moment the first event in $ai$ occurs and the moment the last event in $ai$ occurs. The aggregated-activities throughput time of node $n$ in $C$ is the average throughput time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$. Beside this KPI, several other statistical values are calculated:
   - The minimum activity instance throughput time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$.
   - The maximum activity instance throughput time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$.
   - The standard deviation in the calculation of the aggregated-activities throughput time of node $n$ in $C$.

3. **Aggregated-activities queuing time**
   The queuing time of activity instance $ai$ is the time spent between the moment the first event in $ai$ occurs and the moment the first event that has an event type “start” in $ai$ occurs. If there is no event with event type “start” in $ai$, the value of queuing time for activity instance $ai$ is 0. The aggregated-activities queuing time of node $n$ in $C$ is the average queuing time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$.
   For this KPI, other related statistical values are also calculated, such as the minimum/maximum activity instance queuing time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$ and the standard deviation in the calculation of the aggregated-activities queuing time of node $n$ in $C$.

4. **Aggregated-activities service time**
   The service time of activity instance $ai$ is the time spent between the moment the first event that has an event type “start” in $ai$ occurs and the moment the last event in $ai$ occurs. If there is no event with event type “start” in $ai$, the service time for activity instance $ai$ is defined exactly the same as the throughput time of activity instance $ai$. The aggregated-activities service time of node $n$ in $C$ is the average service time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$. 
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For this KPI, other related statistical values are also calculated, such as the minimum/maximum activity instance service time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$ and the standard deviation in the calculation of the aggregated-activities service time of node $n$ in $C$.

5. Aggregated-activities start time

The start time of activity instance $ai$ is the time spent between the moment the first event in case $ca$ occurs and the moment the first event in $ai$ occurs. The **aggregated-activities start time** of node $n$ in $C$ is the average start time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$.

For this KPI, other related statistical values are also calculated, such as the minimum/maximum activity instance start time of all activity instances that refer to instances of node $n$ in $C$ and the standard deviation in the calculation of the aggregated-activities start time of node $n$ in $C$.

6. Aggregated-activities intersection time

Let $n'$ be a node in $S$, $ni_{n'}$ be an instance of node $n'$ in $ca$, $AI'$ be a set of activity instances in $ni_{n'}$, and $ai'$ be an activity instance in $AI'$.

Intersection time between activity instance $ai$ and activity instance $ai'$ is the time span between the latest moment when the first event of each activity instance occurs and the earliest moment when any of the last event of each activity instance occurs. To explain the core idea, we use an example as shown in Figure 4.14.

![Figure 4.14: Example of two node instances in the same case](image)

Suppose that we want to calculate intersection time between activity instance $B_1$ and activity instance $C_1$ in Figure 4.14. Based on the figure, the first event in activity instance $C_1$ occurs later than the first event in activity instance $B_1$ ($t_1 > t_0$). The last event in activity instance $B_1$ occurs earlier than the last event in activity instance $C_1$ ($t_4 < t_6$). Thus, based on the definition of activity instance intersection time, intersection time between activity instance $B_1$ and activity instance $C_1$ is $t_4 - t_1$.

The **aggregated-activities intersection time** between node $n$ and node $n'$ is the average intersection time between all activity instances that refer to instances of node
n in C and all activity instances that refer to instances of node n’ in the same C. Other related statistical values are also calculated, such as the minimum/maximum activity instance intersection time of all activity instance intersection time between activity instances that refer to instances of node n in C and activity instances that refer to instances of node n’ in C. The standard deviation in the calculation of the aggregated-activities intersection time is also calculated.

The aggregated-activities intersection time gives an indication, how much time that instances of activities in two different node instances overlap. Suppose that we want to calculate intersection time between node β and node ϵ in Figure 4.14. First, we need to calculate the intersection time between each activity instance of node β and each activity instance of node ϵ which occurs in the same case. All of the intersection time are summed an then divided by the number of activity instances of both node β and node ϵ in all cases.

As example, see again Figure 4.14. Aggregated-activities intersection time between node β and node ϵ is calculated from both intersection between activity instance B₁ and activity instance E₁ (t₄−t₃) and intersection between activity instance C₁ and activity instance E₁ (t₅−t₃). Then, sum of the intersection time is divided by the number of activity instances of node β. The result is then divided again by the number of activity instances of node ϵ. Hence, the aggregated-activities intersection time between node β and node ϵ in Figure 4.14 can be formulated as \((t₄−t₃)+(t₅−t₃)\) \(2^{-1}\).

Other KPIs can be calculated in more straightforward way than the calculation of aggregated-activities intersection time, as they must only consider activity instances of a single node. For instance, to calculate the throughput time of node β, we calculate the average throughput time of activity instance B₁ and activity instance C₁. The calculation will provide us the value \((t₄−t₀)+(t₆−t₁)\) as node β’s aggregated-activities throughput time. Using a similar approach, aggregated-activities waiting time, aggregated-activities service time, and aggregated-activities start time of node β can be calculated.
Chapter 5

Performance Projection

In Chapter 3, we presented SPDs as conceptual process models and we have shown how to calculate performance values based on the SPDs in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we propose two models to project performance information onto. First, in Section 5.1 we present Fuzzy Performance Models (FPDs) which basically are a direct projection of performance information onto SPDs. In Section 5.2, we show how to project performance information when focusing on a specific SPD node in Aggregated Activities Performance Diagrams (AAPDs). Note that only the performance information of important KPIs is projected onto the models.

5.1 Fuzzy Performance Diagram (FPD)

A Fuzzy Performance Diagram (FPD) is a visualization of an SPD with projected performance information. Each node in an FPD has a one-to-one relation with a node in an SPD. Each arc in the FPD also has a one-to-one relation with an arc in an SPD. FPDs are designed to show both performance information and control flow information of a process in an easily interpretable manner. The information is obtained through log replay on an SPD model which was explained in Chapter 4. In an FPD, the information is projected onto each node of the SPD and onto each edge of the SPD (the way this projection is done is highly influenced by both Fuzzy models [26] and extended Petri nets in [16,28]). An example of an FPD is shown in Figure 5.1.

An FPD utilizes shape, size, and colors to provide comprehensive yet compact information about the performance of a process and case routing in a process. An

![Figure 5.1: Example of an FPD](image)
FPD node shows several types of performance information (see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). The height of an FPD node indicates the frequency of activity instances referred to by the node (See Section 4.6.2.4, point 1). The more activities a node refers to are executed, the higher the node. Hence, nodes with a high frequency of activity instances are easily distinguished in an FPD compared to other nodes with a low frequency of activity instances. As frequency often indicates the level of importance of an activity, this feature is useful to help process owners distinguish important nodes from unimportant ones in a process.

An FPD node shows the exact value of two of the most important KPIs: the frequency of activity instances referred to by the node and the average node throughput time which is calculated based on node instances (see Section 4.6.2.1, point 6). Other KPIs are indicated by bars and colors to avoid information overload on the node. The height of the colored box inside the node shows the ratio of cases in which the node occurs compared to all cases in the event log. The color of the box indicates the average throughput time of the node compared to other nodes. A red color indicates that the average node throughput time value is relatively high compared to the average throughput times of other nodes in the same process. A green color indicates that the value is relatively low, while a yellow color indicates that the value is relatively moderate.

With this visualization, an FPD node which occurs in many cases and has a high frequency of activity instances is easily distinguished from all other nodes due to its
big size and its full color. In contrast, an FPD node which only occurs in several cases and has a low frequency of activity instances is less noticable, as it has a small size and less-attractive color (dominated by grey color as the base color of an FPD node).

More than just performance information, an FPD node also provides insights into the types of splits and joins semantics it has, i.e. by indicating to what extend both the split semantics and join semantics tends to XOR, AND, or OR (see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). The type of split/join is indicated by colored horizontal bars on both sides of the node. The width of the colored horizontal bar for certain semantics indicates the tendency of the node towards the semantics (i.e. the percentage of the node classified as XOR, AND, and OR). The tendency is calculated using the semantics frequency of the node as already explained in Section 4.6.2.1, point 9 to 14.

The average synchronization time and the average waiting time of a node are represented by the colors of the horizontal bars (see Section 4.6.2.1, point 7 and 8). The average waiting time is indicated by the color of the bars on the left side of the node, while the average synchronization time is indicated by the color of the horizontal bars on the right side of the node. A red colored horizontal bar on the left side of the node means that the average waiting time of the node is relatively high compared to the average waiting time of other nodes. A green color on the same horizontal bar indicates a relatively low average waiting time compared to others, while a yellow color indicates an intermediate average waiting time compared to others. The similar concept also holds for color of the horizontal bar on the right side as an indicator of the node’s average synchronization time.

An edge in an FPD indicates both case routing and performance. The thicker an edge from a source node to a target node, the more often cases were routed from the source node to the target node (see Figure 5.4). This width corresponds to the edge frequency KPI in Section 4.6.2.2, point 1. The color of an edge indicates whether the average time spent on it is relatively high (red), medium (yellow) or low (green) compared to the average time spent on other edges. The average time spent on an edge corresponds to the average edge move time KPI that was explained in Section 4.6.2.2, point 2.

Consider an example log with six different activities (A, B, C, D, E, F, G). Activity A always occurs once in every case and requires medium time to be finished. Activities B, C, D, and E only require a small amount of time to be finished. Ac-
Activities C, D, and F do not occur in any cases where either activity B or E occurs, and vice versa. In any case where activities B and E occur, they are executed in sequence. The time spent between the end of execution of activity B and the start of execution of activity E in every case where they occur is always long. Activity G is always performed at the end of all cases. Activities A, C, and D only require a small amount of time compared to activity G. Although activity F does not occur as frequently as activity G, each occurrence of F takes approximately the same amount of time as activity G.

Based on the log, the SPD is constructed as shown in Figure 5.5. Then, the FPD in Figure 5.6 is constructed by replaying the log in the SPD. The FPD figure shows that in total there were 2023 instances of activities which refer to node α. The average node throughput time of node α is 27.98 time units and still considered low compared to the average throughput times of other nodes. More cases were routed from node α to node β than from node α to node δ. The time spent on the route from node α to node β is relatively high compared to the time spent on the route between any other nodes. In the figure, we can also see that both node α and node γ occur in approximately all cases, but not node β and node δ. As indicated by the ratio between the height of yellow-colored box inside node β and the height of node β, instance of node β only occurs in approximately 66.67% of all cases in the log. Although both node α and node δ occur in approximately all cases in the log, the frequency of activity instances refer to node α is bigger than the frequency of activity instances refer to node γ.

Figure 5.5: Activity mapping in an example SPD

Figure 5.6: Performance and control flow information in an example FPD

The green color of the AND-split bar of node δ indicates that on average, δ’s synchronization time is low compared to the others. However, the time spent to route cases from node δ to node γ is high. In contrast, the time spent to route cases from node β to node γ is low and apparently more frequent. The waiting time of
node $\gamma$ is medium, as shown by the yellow color. Each FPD node in Figure 5.6 has a strong tendency to a certain join/split semantics, i.e. no nodes indicate a mix of join and split semantics. For instance, node $\gamma$ only has an XOR-join semantics and no split semantics. During log replay, the node has never indicated any other join semantics apart of XOR-join.

5.2 Aggregated Activities Performance Diagram (AAPD)

Although FPDs provide intuitive insights into the performance of a process, projected onto a given model, there is sometimes a need to focus on a single cluster of activities. Therefore, we developed the Aggregated Activities Performance Diagram (AAPD). An AAPD is a simple diagram consisting of rectangular elements. Each element has a one-to-one relationship with a node in an FPD, hence, an AAPD element refers to an SPD node, and hence, to one or more activities in a log. An AAPD is designed to show the time spent between activities in a process and to show activities which often run in parallel. It is complementary to an FPD.

An example of an AAPD is shown in Figure 5.7. Every AAPD has one focus element which determines the cases that are being considered. Only cases which contain at least one event referred to by the focus element are considered in the AAPD. Besides the focus element, each AAPD contains the other relevant elements which correspond to nodes of the FPD from which it is constructed. Suppose that the AAPD in Figure 5.7 is derived from FPD in Figure 5.6 and the log described in our example. In our example, we selected node $\beta$ (referring to activities $B$ and $E$) as our focus element. This implies that node $\delta$ (referring to activity $F$) is not shown, as the activity $F$ does not occur in any case that contains $B$ or $E$. The other nodes are shown in the AAPD.

Each relevant FPD node is shown in the AAPD as a rectangular element, such that the width indicates the sum of the average aggregated-activities queuing time and the average aggregated-activities service time for all corresponding activities in the selected cases. For each rectangular element, the width of the area that is colored grey indicates the value of aggregated-activities queuing time, and the width of the area that is colored by other color (green, yellow, or red) indicates the value of average aggregated-activities service time. In an element, the color of the area that is not colored by grey indicates the average aggregated-activities throughput time of the element compared to other elements. A red color indicates that the average aggregated-activities throughput time value is relatively high compared to the average aggregated-activities throughput time of other elements. A green color indicates that the value is relatively low, while a yellow color indicates that the value is relatively moderate. Aggregated-activities throughput time, aggregated-activities queuing time and aggregated-activities service time are calculated based on the approach which was explained in Section 4.6.2.4, point 2 to 4.

The height of the element is determined by the percentage of cases in which any of the represented activities occurs, relative to the cases determined by the focus element. In this way, a focus element always has the biggest height and is easily
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Figure 5.7: Example of an AAPD

A pink-colored border is appended to the focus element in order to make it more distinguishable. The position along the horizontal axis of all nodes is determined by the relative average aggregated-activities start time of each element compared to the average aggregated-activities start time of the focus element (see Section 4.6.2.4, point 5). The horizontal distance between focus element and each other element is given on a logarithmic scale, where the focus element’s start time becomes the base point for horizontal distance scaling.

Another indicator in each element of the AAPD is a horizontal line inside the big rectangle. This indicator shows the frequency of activity instances which are represented by the element, relative to the frequency of activity instances which are represented by the focus element (see Section 4.6.2.4, point 1). In the example of Figure 5.7, the height of the line in element $\alpha$ (referring to activities A, C, and D) is 50% of element $\beta$ (referring to activities B and E) as each case that contains B or E contains them both, but only one A.

Finally, using an indicator below the element, the average time when activities of the element are performed in the same timespan as activities of the focus element is presented. The average intersection time between an element and focus element is calculated based on the aggregated-activities intersection time which was explained in Section 4.6.2.4, point 6. Note that in Figure 5.7, aggregated-activities intersection time for element $\gamma$ (referring to activity G) is artificial, as G does not occur in parallel with either B or E. In addition, notice that the color that indicates the average aggregated-activities throughput time of a node in an AAPD may be different than the color that indicates the average node throughput time of the same node in its
corresponding FPD. For example, see the color of FPD node and AAPD element of both node \( \alpha \) and node \( \beta \) in our example in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.

As in an FPD node, the AAPD visualization helps a human analyst to distinguish important clusters of activities from unimportant ones. Furthermore, it provides an indication of control flow, i.e. which activities often come before/after another, and how are they conducted (in sequence/parallel). The advantage of AAPDs over FPDs is that they utilize the notion of activity instances. Consider for example again the two process instances in Figure 4.13. Suppose that we only use node instances-based metrics to analyse the instances. In this case, it looks as if both instances require the same effort as they both have the same throughput time. This type of insights into performance of the process are provided by FPDs. However, if we analyze both instances by considering the throughput time of activity instances, we can identify that the process instance 4.13(i) requires more effort to be finished. This type of insights into performance of the process can not be identified by FPDs, but it can be identified using AAPDs.
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Implementation

To evaluate our work, we implemented our approach using the ProM framework\(^1\). Section 6.1 provides an overview about all implemented plugins. Section 6.2 provides an explanation of all SPD plugins which are implemented to visualize SPDs and to map activities onto SPD nodes. Then, the implementation of our performance measurement plugins is explained in Section 6.3. For a more detailed explanation about the implemented plugins, please refer to Appendix B (design) and Appendix C (user manual).

6.1 Plugins Overview

In this section, we provide an overview of all plugins that we implemented based on the ProM architecture which was explained in Section 2.2.3. For convenience, we provide the architecture of the framework that was presented earlier again in Figure 6.1. Based on our analysis in Chapter 3, we proposed SPDs as process models which can describe any processes in an intuitive way. By definition, SPDs are directed graphs. In the ProM architecture, various types of graphs have been implemented, including directed graphs. Thus, we extended the framework’s existing directed graph class to create our SPD class. The connection class between SPDs and event logs was also implemented by extending the generic connection class which is provided by ProM. Both connection classes and graph classes are members of the model package. Extension of existing classes in ProM makes our implemented classes recognizable by the framework, i.e. their objects can be stored and retrieved from the Object Pool as conveniently as other types of objects which are already exist. Details of the SPD plugins is given in Section 6.2.

To calculate performance values as explained in Chapter 4, both an SPD and an event log are required as inputs for log replay. Both SPDs and event logs are objects which are stored in the Object Pool. Based on our analysis of the ProM architecture, the most suitable component to retrieve objects from the Object Pool and use the objects are the Plugin components. Therefore, we implemented our event log replay as a class in the Plugin component. In ProM framework, all plugins are located in a plugin package. Details of the log replay class are given in Section 6.3.1.

\(^1\)Our work is available in ProM 2008, not in ProM 5.1
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6.2 SPD Plugins

The GUI of the implemented plug-in is shown in Figure 6.2. SPDs are displayed on the top panel of the GUI. In the right side of the display, there is a zooming panel to adjust SPD visualization. In addition, small panel is placed on top of the zooming panel to help users navigate through the displayed SPDs. Clicking on a displayed SPD node will make the node’s label and activities that the node refers to visible on the bottom panel.

SPD-related plugins are implemented to perform these following functions:

- Visualize SPDs. Given an SPD object and an event log, the plugin should be able to visualize the SPD in a friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). Activities which are mapped to each of its nodes must also be visualized.

- Manually create mappings between activities in a given event log and SPD nodes in a given SPD.

In the latest version of ProM framework, a plug-in may have multiple variants, each with different input parameters. The SPD plug-in is implemented with two variants. The first variant accepts two input parameters: an SPD and an event log. Given an
SPD object and an event log object, the plug-in searches for a connection between the SPD and the event log in the framework’s Object Pool. If such a connection does not exist, the SPD is visualized in editing mode, e.g., a user can manually map each SPD node in the SPD to activities in the event log. After all nodes in the SPD are mapped to one or more activities in the event log, a connection object is created to store the mapping. If there is already a connection object which connects the event log to the SPD, the SPD is visualized in a read-only mode, e.g., no mapping modification is allowed.

The second variant of the plug-in only accepts an SPD as an input parameter. This variant searches for a connection between the SPD object and any event log object in the framework’s Object Pool. If there such connection exists, the SPD is visualized together with this mappings. But if there is no such connection, an error message is shown on the screen.

To use the plug-in, the user needs to ensure that both an SPD object and an event log exist in the Object Pool. Then, either the SPD or both the SPD and the event log need to be selected and visualized. For a more detailed explanation, please refer to Appendix C.

Currently, a plug-in which mines SPDs from event logs is already available in the nightly build of ProM 2008. The plug-in is named as the SPD Miner and uses the so-called Fuzzy k-medoid clustering [23]. An explanation of the mining algorithm was explained in Section 3.2.2. Other SPD-related plugins such as conversion plug-in and import/export plug-in are still under development.

6.3 Performance Measurement Plugins

Performance measurement plugins are implemented to provide these following functions:

- Replay an event log in an SPD.
- Visualization of:
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- FPD and all FPD-related performance values,
- AAPD and all AAPD-related performance values, and
- Global settings of time units and percentage boundaries.

To provide all of the functions, a separate plug-in is implemented for each function. Details of these plugins are given in Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.4.

6.3.1 Event Log Replay Plug-in

The event log replay plug-in implements the replay log approach which was explained in Sections 4.2 to 4.5. In addition to replaying logs, the plug-in also calculates all KPIs which were explained in Section 4.6. There are two main variants which are implemented for the plug-in. The first variant accepts an SPD and an event log. The second variant only accepts an SPD. The second variant searches through the framework’s Object Pool to find the event log which is represented by the SPD before it can perform the log replay. If there is no event log which is connected to the SPD, no action is taken by the plug-in.

To use the plug-in, we need an SPD and an event log which is connected to the SPD by a connection object. Before the event log is replayed in the SPD, the plug-in requires two input parameters from users. The first input is the size of look-ahead window during the replay. The second input is the maximal number of states which must be considered before a random approach is performed. It affects the way SPD node are identified. A state corresponds to a trace of SPD nodes which is considered in the process of searching a maximum fitting subtrace. If the number of possible traces exceeds a given upperbound, the plug-in stops its calculation and chooses the latest candidate randomly. Although this step does not was not mentioned in the approach we described in Section 4.2, this limitation is necessary in practice to prevent possible memory problems. Only after the two values are inserted, the plug-in starts to replay the log.

The log replay plug-in produces following output objects:

- An FPD, which represents an FPD and performance information projected onto it.
- An AAPD, which represents an AAPD and performance information projected onto it.
- The CaseKPIData, which stores all case-level KPIs as described in Section 4.6.1.
- The FPDElementPerformanceMeasurementData, which stores all SPD-node-related KPIs and SPD-edge-related KPIs as described in Section 4.6.2.1 and Section 4.6.2.2, respectively.
- The TwoFPDNodesPerformanceData, which stores all performance metrics which are specific for pairs of SPD nodes as described in Section 4.6.2.3.
- The GlobalSettingsData, which stores global configuration to visualize performance information (e.g. time unit).
6.3.2 FPD Visualization Plug-in

The FPD visualization plug-in accepts an FPD object which is produced by the log replay plug-in and visualizes it. This plug-in has only one variant. A screenshot of the visualization is shown in Figure 6.3. The FPD is shown in the top panel together with a zoom panel and small navigation panel on the right side. The bottom panel displays detailed performance information which is related to the FPD.

![Figure 6.3: FPD visualization](image)

There are three tabs containing performance information that are displayed by the FPD visualization plug-in on the bottom panel. The first tab is the Case KPI tab which shows all case level KPIs which were described in Section 4.6.1. The second tab is the Element Performance tab which shows either node or edge related KPIs which were described in Section 4.6.2.1 and Section 4.6.2.2. When this tab is active and an element in the displayed FPD is clicked (either an FPD node or an FPD edge), the KPIs related to that element are displayed in the tab.

The last tab is the Two Nodes Performance tab which shows the specific KPIs of pair of FPD nodes as was described in Section 4.6.2.3. To use this panel, a pair of nodes needs to be selected before the sojourn time between the pair is displayed in the tab. Selection of the nodes can be performed using either the provided combo boxes or the combination between both the provided radio buttons and the panel that displays FPDs.

To determine the color which indicate performance metrics (e.g. the throughput time color, queuing time color, and synchronization time color of nodes, or move time of edges), lower and upper bound values of each performance metric are calculated based on the minimum, the maximum, and the average of each performance metric value. Suppose that the absolute value of difference between the average value and the minimum value is $v_1$, and the absolute value of difference between the average value and the maximum value is $v_2$, the lower bound is determined by subtracting the average value with half of the minimum value between $v_1$ and $v_2$. The upper bound is determined by adding the average value with half of the minimum value between $v_1$ and $v_2$.

For example, given an FPD with 5 nodes: $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$ and $\epsilon$. Suppose that the
node throughput time for each node in 4 different cases is shown in Table 6.1. Note that in this example, only one instance occurs for each node in a case. First, we calculate the average node throughput time for each node in all cases. The average node throughput times for nodes $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$, and $\epsilon$ in all cases are $10.5$, $2.9$, $2.9$, $17.5$, and $8.85$, respectively. Then, we calculate the average of the values $avg$ and search for both the minimum $min$ and the maximum $max$ value. In our example, $avg = \frac{10.5 + 2.9 + 2.9 + 17.5 + 8.85}{5} = 8.53$. $min$ and $max$ are $2.9$ and $17.5$, respectively.

Next, we compare the distance between $avg$ and $min$ to the distance between $avg$ and $max$. In our example, distance between $avg$ and $min$ is $8.53 - 2.9 = 5.63$, while the distance between $avg$ and $max$ is $17.5 - 8.53 = 8.97$. We take the minimum distance and divide it by 2 to produce value $x$. Lower bound $bound_{min}$ for each performance metric is given by $avg - x$, and the upper bound $bound_{max}$ is given by $avg + x$. In our example, $x = \frac{5.63}{2} = 2.815$. Thus, $bound_{min} = 8.53 - 2.815 = 5.715$ and $bound_{max} = 8.53 + 2.815 = 11.345$.

Using the bounds that we calculated before, we can now determine the color of node throughput time of each node. Suppose that the average node throughput time for a node $n$ is $avg_n$, if $avg_n < bound_{min}$, the color of the node is green.
avg_n > bound_max, the color of the node is red. In any other case, the color of the node is yellow. Using our example in Table 6.1, average node throughput time for node α is \( \frac{12.0+11.0+10.0+9.0}{4} = 10.5 \). As 10.5 \( \not< \) 5.715 and 10.5 \( \not> \) 11.345, the throughput time color of node α is yellow.

### 6.3.3 AAPD Visualization Plug-in

The AAPD visualization plug-in accepts an AAPD object which is produced by the log replay plug-in and visualizes it. A screenshot of the visualization is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: AAPD visualization

The width, the horizontal placement, and horizontal distance between elements in AAPDs indicates either performance values or precedence relations between activities. In some cases, the distance between elements may be so large that the zoom level we need in order to see all the elements in one screen makes that the elements cannot be recognized anymore. Therefore, we provide three sliders, each to adjust the horizontal distance between elements and focus elements, the width of the elements, and the height of the elements. Note that with these possible adjustments, elements may be visualized differently from the way they should in reality in return of a more meaningful visualization. However, taking each element’s average aggregated-activities start time as a reference point for the element, precedence relations between elements are preserved. To visualize AAPDs, the concept of a roadmap is used as a metaphor. Rather than showing all details, a roadmap emphasizes highways and large cities over dirt roads and small towns to provide a more meaningful visualization.

Figure 6.6 shows a comparison between an AAPD with all of its elements’ dimensions (size of elements and distance between elements) visualized in a linear scale
and another AAPD with its horizontal distance between elements scaled logarithmically. Each AAPD element has a label which indicates the width of the element. The AAPD in Figure 6.6b exposes the difference of horizontal distance between each element and the focus element. This exposure is better shown when the horizontal scaling is used as shown in both Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b. Elements with average aggregated-activities start time relatively close to the average aggregated-activities start time of the focus element are shown closer to the focus element, while elements with average aggregated-activities start time relatively far from the focus element’s aggregated-activities start time are shown further from the focus element. We argue that this way of visualization provides better insights into one single focus element than if the distance is shown in a linear scale. A user can easily see which elements have the average aggregated-activities start time relatively close to or far from the average aggregated-activities start time of the focus element. In addition, the vertical ordering of elements in an AAPD is ordered by the aggregated-activities start time of each element.
(a) AAPD with horizontal distance between elements in linear scale

(b) AAPD with horizontal distance between elements in logarithmic scale (horizontal scaling 0, element scaling 0)

Figure 6.6: Example of comparison between AAPD with horizontal distance in linear scale and AAPD with horizontal distance in logarithmic scale
The width of each element is scaled \textit{linearly}. With the linear scale, a user can compare precisely both the aggregated-activities queuing time and the aggregated-activities service time of the focus element to both the aggregated-activities queuing time and the aggregated-activities service time of other elements. Examples of adjustment to the element’s width scaling of AAPD are shown in Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8b.

An example of a combination between the horizontal distance scaling and the element’s width scaling is shown in Figure 6.9. A user needs to be aware that although the ratio of horizontal distance between elements is different than it is in reality (due to the logarithmic scaling), the ratio of the size of elements is preserved (due to the linear scaling). Thus, the ratio of the average aggregated-activities queuing time, the average aggregated-activities service time, the average aggregated-activities throughput time, and the average aggregated-activities intersection time between elements is always preserved.
(a) AAPD with horizontal distance between elements in logarithmic scale (horizontal scaling 0, element scaling -2)

(b) AAPD with horizontal distance between elements in logarithmic scale (horizontal scaling 0, element scaling 2)

Figure 6.8: Example of adjustment to AAPD element scaling value

Figure 6.9: Example of adjustment to horizontal scaling value and element scaling value in AAPD shown in Figure 6.6b
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The approach to determine the color of throughput time for each element in an AAPD is similar to the approach to determine the color of throughput time for each node in an FPD. The color is determined based on the minimum, the maximum, and the average of average throughput time of all elements in the AAPD.

6.3.4 Global Settings Visualization Plug-in

Event logs may record event timestamps in the order of milliseconds. For analysis purposes, millisecond time units may not be convenient. Therefore, we implemented class `GlobalSettingsData` to store the time unit which can be used by both FPD visualization plug-in and AAPD visualization plug-in. In addition, class `GlobalSettingsData` also stores the values of the percentage boundaries which are needed to visualize statistical performance values in form of tables, such as the table showing statistical values of the case throughput time (see Section 4.6.1, point 1) in Figure 6.10. In the figure, the percentage boundary for fast cases is 32%, while the percentage boundary for slow cases is 12%. This means that the average case throughput time value in column “Throughput time” with corresponding property “Fastest 32.00%” is calculated based on 32% of the cases with the fastest throughput time, and the average case throughput time value in column “Throughput time” with corresponding property “Slowest 12.00%” is calculated based on only 12% of the cases with the slowest throughput time.

![Figure 6.10: Example of a detailed statistical measurement](image)

To adjust the values of both the time units in use and the percentage boundaries, we implemented the global settings visualization plug-in. This plug-in provides an interface to modify the values in objects of class `GlobalSettingsData`. A screenshot of the provided interface is shown in Figure 6.11.

![Figure 6.11: Interface to set the values in objects of class `GlobalSettingsData`](image)

There are several options for the time unit which are provided by the combo box: millisecond, second, minute, hour, and day. With these options, performance
values can be displayed in the most convenient time unit according to the user. Both the fastest percentage and slowest percentage determine the boundary for statistical values that are shown together with several KPIs, such as the throughput time of a case, the waiting time of an FPD node, and the sojourn time between two FPD nodes.
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Evaluation

To evaluate the correctness, applicability, and performance of our ideas and implementation, several evaluations are performed. Section 7.1 provides an evaluation result for the node and semantics identification which is performed by our replay log approach. In Section 7.2, we provide a case study that shows the applicability of the approach to provide performance insights into real life processes. Section 7.3 provides the performance evaluation result for our plugins.

7.1 Node and Semantics Identification

Our replay approach is started by identifying node sequences. To evaluate this, we created a set of traces of events which are generated from a Petri net. The Petri net is shown in Figure 7.1 and the set of traces is shown in Table 7.1. Using the approach we described in Section 3.2, we obtained an SPD of the net as shown in Figure 7.2. The result of replaying the traces in the SPD is given in Table 7.2. As seen in the table, our approach successfully identified each trace of nodes.

![Figure 7.1: Petri net for evaluation purpose](image)

Besides node sequence identification, we also predict semantics of SPD nodes by identifying control which is passed between events of different node instances. In order to measure how accurately the replay determines semantics of SPD nodes, we generate two event logs, each from different Petri nets which are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. Both logs are created to identify whether XOR-split, XOR-join, AND-split, and AND-join semantics can be properly identified by our approach. To
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Generated From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-B-D-E</td>
<td>A - B₁(2) - D - E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-B-D-B-C-E</td>
<td>A - B₁(2) - D - B₃(3) - C - E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-B-C-B-C-E</td>
<td>A - B₁(1) - C - B₃(3) - C - E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-B-C-E</td>
<td>A - B₁(1) - C - E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Traces for evaluation purpose

Figure 7.2: SPD of Petri net in Figure 7.1

From our experiments, identification of node semantics is sensitive to the value of the look-ahead. Large look-ahead values may not always lead to a better identification, as well as small look-ahead values. For instance, log replay of the trace A-B-D-B-C-E (see Table 7.1) in the SPD of Figure 7.2 provides better semantics prediction when small look-ahead window values are used. Suppose that value greater than 3 is used as a look-ahead value. In that case, node D in Figure 7.2 is mistakenly identified to have AND-split semantics (rather than XOR-split) because both B-3 and E as its successors are within the look-ahead window. With a look-ahead window value smaller than 3, node D is correctly identified as an XOR-split. In contrast, another experiment to replay TestNet2completeLog on an SPD in Figure 7.2 shows that the bigger the value of look-ahead window, the better the AND-join semantics can be predicted (see Figure 7.5). Note that in Figure 7.5, changes in

---

the arc color are caused by automatic layout of FPD nodes. Color of the arcs that pointing to node G do not change during the experiments.

## 7.2 Real-life Log Analysis

To evaluate whether our proposed approach and model can really provide useful insights into real life processes, we tested our approach against a real life event log. We used an event log called “bezwaar WOZ” from a Dutch municipality [20, 43]. The process described in this log is the process of handling objections filed against real estate taxes.

In order to analyze the process, beside an event log, we also need SPDs of the process. To obtain SPDs, we use the SPD Miner plug-in which is already implemented in ProM 2008. The plug-in works based on the approach given in Section 3.2. One of the advantages of using this plug-in is that we can define any number of clusters (nodes) that we want in the output SPD.

To gain preliminary insights into the way activities are performed in the process, we constructed an SPD with the number of nodes the same as the number of unique activities in the log. In the log, there are 18 uniquely labeled activities. Thus, we obtain an SPD with 18 nodes, each refers to a unique activity. Then, the log is replayed on the obtained SPD to obtain an FPD and an AAPD. The obtained FPD is shown in Figure 7.6.

From the FPD, we gain a visualization of the performance of the process in a low level of abstraction. Only from the FPD, we obtain an information that activities “SYSDELWACHT”, “OZ14 Plan. taxeren”, “OZ10 Horen”, “OZ09 Wacht. Beoord”, and “OZ18 Uitspr wacht” are rarely occurs in any cases in the log. From the height of boxes inside each node in the FPD, we notice that no activities ever occur in all cases. This fact shows that the process depicted by the FPD does not have any exact starting or ending activities. From the FPD, we also obtain information that activities that consume more time to be finished than the others are “OZ08 Beoordelen” (average node throughput time 21.29 days) and “OZ16 Uitspraak” (av-
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(a) AND-join identification with look-ahead window 5
(b) AND-join identification with look-ahead window 10
(c) AND-join identification with look-ahead window 15
(d) AND-join identification with look-ahead window 20
(e) AND-join identification with look-ahead window 25

Figure 7.5: Prediction of AND-join semantics of node G which refers to transition G of the Petri net in Figure 7.4 with several look-ahead window values

Average node throughput time 126.87 days). Activity “OZ08 Beoordelen” occurs the most in all cases compared to other activities (1620 cases).

To obtain information about the time ordering of activities, we look at the obtained AAPD of the process. To gain the most global view of the process, we select a focus element which refers to a set of activities that occurs in most cases. Thus, we select element “OZ08 Beoordelen” as the focus element (see Figure 7.7). Note that the horizontal distance between elements in AAPD in Figure 7.7 is already scaled down. Based on the figure, most time during the execution of activities is spent on waiting for resources rather than actually doing the activity. Most of the elements in the AAPD shown in Figure 7.7 have longer average aggregated-activities queuing time than average aggregated-activities service time.

Based on the constructed AAPD, we gain insights into the way activities are executed in the process. Due to its occurrence in most of the cases and its position in the AAPD, activity that refers to element “OZ02 Voorbereiden” (translated as “prepare” in English) may be the earliest activity that starts a normal process.
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The activity that refers to element “Domain: heus” may only be a dummy activity in the event log, as it has the least aggregated-activities start time and a very small value of aggregated-activities service time compared to others but occurs in many cases. Hence, this activity may be better filtered out during performance calculations. The activity that refers to element “OZ16 uitspraak” has the highest average aggregated throughput time and occurs in almost all cases. Thus, this activity must be important to the process.

Only in a relatively small number of cases, activities that refers to element “OZ14 plan. taxeren” and “OZ09 wacht beoord” (means “awaiting assessment” in English) are performed. This may indicate that the two activities are only executed in exceptions cases. Hence, to analyze exceptional cases, either of the two elements can be selected as the focus element. In contrast to the two elements, the height of both element “OZ12 hertaxeren” (means “re-estimate” in English) and “OZ16 uitspraak” element (means “judgement” in English) are high (almost as high as the height of the focus element), indicating that the activity that refers to either one of the elements occurs at least once in almost all cases.

Elements “OZ32 beh. beroep” (predicted to be “behandeling beroep” which
means “treatment appeal” in English), “OZ34 wacht beroep” (means “wait appeal” in English), and “OZ30 termijn beroep” (means “term action” in English) have low average aggregated-activity throughput time. The difference between each of their average aggregated-activity start time is not so much. The value of average aggregated-activity queuing time in both element “OZ32 beh. beroep” and element “OZ30 termijn beroep” are much bigger than the value of each of their average aggregated-activity service time. This may indicate certain relationship between activities that refers to element “OZ32 beh. beroep” and activities that refers to element “OZ30 termijn beroep”.

Our previous analysis shows that both FPD and AAPD that are constructed from an SPD that describe a process at a relatively low level of abstraction can provide insights into the process. To show that they can also be used to gain insights into processes from SPDs with high level of abstractions, we construct an SPD of event log “bezwaar WOZ” with 5 nodes using the so-called SPD Miner plug-in. The constructed SPD is shown in Figure 7.8. As shown in the figure, all nodes in the constructed SPD overlap each other. They all contain the Domain:heus1, OZ14, OZ18, and SYSDELWACHT activity. All other activities belong to at most 1 node. For convenience, we also label each SPD node with a unique greek letter.

![Figure 7.8: The constructed SPD of “bezwaar WOZ” log with 5 nodes](image)

After we obtained an SPD, the next step is to replay the log in the SPD. We use the 4 as our look-ahead value to replay the log in the SPD and set the maximal number of states to 5000. With these values, we obtained the FPD shown in Figure 7.9. Note that in this study case, we use “day” as time unit.

As shown in Figure 7.9, only from the sizes and colors of nodes and edges, important activities and paths in the process can be easily recognized. In addition, the figure also gives us insights into the types of node splits and joins, i.e. by indicating to what extend these tend to be XOR, AND, or OR. The big width of edges from node $\alpha$ to node $\gamma$ (and vice versa), from node $\gamma$ to node $\epsilon$, and from node $\epsilon$ to node $\delta$ indicates that they are important paths in the process. From the four edges, only the edge from node $\alpha$ to node $\gamma$ has a red color, which indicates its low performance. Thus, efforts to improve the performance of this edge may lead to a
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Figure 7.9: The constructed FPD of “bezwaar WOZ” from SPD in Figure 7.8

significant improvement of the overall process.

Node $\beta$ has a relatively small height compared to the other FPD nodes. A small height indicates that the node does not have as much activity instances referring it as other nodes. Indeed, the node is only referred to by 44 activity instances, far less than other nodes which are referred to by at least 4000 activity instances. The color of the node is mostly grey, which means that it does not occur in as many cases as other nodes. Its only incoming edge from node $\alpha$ has a red color with a small width. The red color means that it takes a relatively long time to pass control from an event which refers to node $\alpha$ to another event which refers to node $\beta$, while the small width indicates that the process control is not passed frequently. Each of its outgoing edges has a red color and a yellow color. With the information we gain from the height, color, and edges, node $\beta$ appears to be referred to by activities which are only executed in exceptional cases.

From all nodes, node $\gamma$ is easily recognized by its red color which covers all parts of the node and its relatively high height. This indicates that the node instance of node $\gamma$ occurs frequently in all cases, with a relatively high average throughput time. On average, the throughput time of node $\gamma$ is 56.56 days, which is indeed high compared to the average throughput time other nodes (except for node $\beta$). The node occurs in 1980 cases, almost equal to the total number of cases in the log (1982 cases). With the red color for all of its incoming edges, in addition to the red color for its waiting time, node $\gamma$ appears to be the bottleneck in the process.

To complete our analysis, consider the AAPD of the process in Figure 7.10. The AAPD shows elements and distances between elements relative to the focus element on a logarithmic scale. In the AAPD, element $\gamma$ is chosen as the focus element, considering that it is one of the mostly executed nodes (with 7591 activity instances) and appears in almost all cases (1980 cases out of possible 1982). From the figure, we see that on average, activity instances of node $\alpha$ occur before the others, followed by activity instances of node $\beta, \gamma, \delta$, and $\epsilon$.

To gain better insights into throughput times of activity instances, we scale the horizontal distance between AAPD elements such that all elements are left aligned (see Figure 7.11). From the figure, we can make a comparison of each element’s throughput time. On average, activity instances of node $\beta$ have the highest throughput time compared to activity instances of other nodes, followed by activity
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Figure 7.10: AAPD of “bezwaar WOZ” log with a default settings (all scaling has a zero value)

instances of node $\gamma$. Considering the FPD in Figure 7.9 which shows us that both node $\beta$ and $\gamma$ have low performance throughput time, this indicates that the low performance is caused by the low performance of each node’s activity instances. Thus, by improving activity executions within each node, the throughput time of each node in the FPD can be improved.

Figure 7.11: AAPD of “bezwaar WOZ” log with horizontal scaling adjustment

We can also adjust the size of the each AAPD element to gain insights into other aspects of the process. For example, we provide an AAPD with adjusted horizontal scaling, element width, and element height in Figure 7.12. Element $\beta$’s small height compared to others shows that activity instances of node $\beta$ only appear in a small number of cases compared to other activity instances of other nodes, such as node $\gamma$ and node $\alpha$. The figure also shows that for activity instances of node $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$, most time is spent on waiting for resources rather than actually doing the activity. From the position of blue horizontal line comparison between element $\alpha$ and element $\gamma$, we gain additional information that the number of activity instances of node $\alpha$ is slightly higher than the number of activity instances of node $\gamma$ although activity instances of both node $\alpha$ and node $\gamma$ appear in approximately equal number of cases.

In this section, we showed that both FPDs and AAPDs that are constructed from SPDs at any level of abstraction can provide insights into performance of processes. With addition of global description about the processes, we can even make educated guesses about the way activities are performed in the processes. However, without sufficient knowledge about the underlying process and a clear motivation behind the way SPDs are constructed, it is difficult to verify all obtained insights into the processes, especially from SPDs that describe processes at relatively high level of abstractions.

7.3 Performance Evaluation

In order to prove that our performance analysis approach is robust enough to be used in real cases, we also performed a performance evaluation of the log replay plug-in that is implemented as a proof of concept of the approach. The evaluation is
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Figure 7.12: AAPD of “bezwaar WOZ” log with horizontal scaling, width scaling, and height scaling adjustment performed using various event logs. In addition to real-life event logs, we also used the two generated event logs TestNet1completeLog and TestNet2completeLog. A description of each testing event log is given in Table 7.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Log</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Event Types</th>
<th>Events per Case</th>
<th>Activities per case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>logs_BezwaarWOZ</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>48453</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 24 104</td>
<td>3 18 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OriginalLogVestia</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>10664</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 47 1524</td>
<td>4 29 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OriginalWMOLog</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>5497</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 12 46</td>
<td>1 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wholeLog</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15466</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2820 6456 16250</td>
<td>310 420 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike-allEvents</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1549</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77 77 81</td>
<td>65 66 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rws_data_new</td>
<td>14729</td>
<td>119021</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 8 69</td>
<td>17 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestNet1completeLog</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>136904</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12 27 147</td>
<td>12 19 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestNet2completeLog</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>199686</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18 39 138</td>
<td>18 26 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Metadata of testing event logs

To test the performance, we used a computer with Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.4 GHz processor and 2 GB memory. Using the same procedure as the analysis of real-life event log in Section 7.2, we evaluate the performance of our implementation. For each event log, we generated several SPDs with different numbers of clusters (nodes) using the SPD miner plug-in. Then, we replayed the event log in the generated SPDs

---

2The “Activities” column in Table 7.3 indicates the number of unique pairs of activities and event types exists in an event log. Let W be an event log with only one case with two events e and e’, both refers to the same activity. Suppose that event e and event e’ have different event types (e.g. e has event type “start” and e’ has event type “complete”), the number of unique pairs of activities and event types in W is 2.
and record the time it takes to perform the replay. The result of this performance evaluation is given in Table 7.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Log</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>189</th>
<th>360</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>logs_OriginalWMOLog</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wholeLog</td>
<td>29.594</td>
<td>41.872</td>
<td>51.688</td>
<td>58.725</td>
<td>70.495</td>
<td>89.042</td>
<td>58.425</td>
<td>55.144</td>
<td>157.365</td>
<td>147.045</td>
<td>218.016</td>
<td>470.125</td>
<td>438.719</td>
<td>670.969</td>
<td>1841.843</td>
<td>4380.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeGlobalEvents</td>
<td>5.028</td>
<td>8.074</td>
<td>8.764</td>
<td>7.228</td>
<td>8.083</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeGlobalEvents</td>
<td>5.028</td>
<td>8.074</td>
<td>8.764</td>
<td>7.228</td>
<td>8.083</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Performance of replay log plug-in (time unit is given in seconds)

From Table 7.4, our implementation works arguably fast when dealing with real-life event logs. Given an SPD with a number of clusters below or equal to 10, the algorithm can always finish its calculation in less than a minute. In some experiments, the calculation takes even less than one second (see the experiments with the “originalWMOLog” event log). Only the set of experiments with the “wholeLog” event log shows a considerably low performance. But considering the complexity of the “wholeLog” log (approximately 6457 events per case), our implementation has a satisfying performance.

To identify the relation between the plug-in’s performance and the number of clusters, we normalized the values in Table 7.4 by dividing each performance value by the number of events and the number of cases in its corresponding event log. The normalized performance table is given in Table 7.5. As can be seen from the table, the replay plug-in always works better for some logs rather than some other logs, regardless of the number of clusters. This indicates that the performance of the plug-in depends on the complexity of the event log which is determined by the routing of cases (the control flow). We also notice that in the end, the performance of the plug-in always decrease when the number of clusters reach its maximum (when the number of clusters equal to the number of activities). With a maximum number of cluster, node sequence identification can be performed faster as each node is referred to exactly one activity, but KPI calculation takes more time as the number of SPD nodes and the number of SPD edges increases. Figure 7.13 shows the tendency of performance degradation as the number of node increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Log</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>189</th>
<th>360</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>logs_ReverseWOMLog</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logs_OriginalWMOLog</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>7.444</td>
<td>6.426</td>
<td>1.239</td>
<td>3.042</td>
<td>5.481</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BikeRegistrationEvents</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeGlobal</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeGlobalEvents</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bikeGlobalEvents</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5: Performance of replay log plug-in per case per event (time unit is given in microsecond/10⁻⁶ second)
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Figure 7.13: Performance degradation with increasing number of clusters (nodes)
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Recommendation

In this master thesis, we analyzed problems encountered when analyzing business process performance. The first problem that is tackled in this master thesis is the problem to model processes intuitively, regardless of their complexity. We showed that even complex business processes can be shown intuitively by process models which support both activity abstraction and aggregation, and have relaxed semantics. In Chapter 3, we proposed Simple Precedence Diagrams (SPDs) as an example of such models. We also presented several possible approaches to obtain SPDs: by converting already existing process models to SPDs, by discovering SPDs directly from the event logs using process discovery techniques, or by simply letting process model experts draw the SPDs. With these three approaches, we argue that we can always obtain SPDs for any given event logs.

The next issue we tackled in this thesis is how to calculate performance information based on the SPD models and the corresponding event log. A heuristic approach which exploits all available information is needed to calculate performance based on the models. In Chapter 4, we provided an approach to replay event logs in SPDs. Based on this log replay, we can obtain both SPD node instances and activity instances which become the basis of our Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). In Chapter 4, we also list various KPIs which can be obtained from either SPD node instances or activity instances. In addition, we also list various commonly calculated KPIs that can be calculated directly from the event logs. By the end of the chapter, we successfully showed that performance information can be calculated from a pair of an SPD and an event log.

The last problem we tackled in this thesis is how to project the performance information onto process models, such that insights into the performance of the process can be obtained intuitively. In Chapter 5, we proposed two models to project performance information onto: Fuzzy Performance Diagrams (FPDs) and Aggregated Activities Performance Diagrams (AAPDs). FPDs provide insights into the bottlenecks of processes by coloring the nodes and edges of an SPD according to their relative performance. AAPDs provide insights into activity instances within processes and show the performance of elements with respect to a single focus element. FPDs and AAPDs are complementary to each other and are tightly related as an AAPD element has a one-to-one relation with an FPD node. We argue that both FPDs and AAPDs provide intuitive performance information of processes to human analysts.
As a proof of concept, we have implemented our solutions in the ProM framework (see Chapter 6). The plugins have been tested using various real life event logs and two simulated event logs (see Chapter 7). The evaluation shows that our proposed approach manages to provide useful performance insights into processes intuitively, regardless of their complexity. The performance of the implemented plugins is reasonably fast and can easily handle real-life cases.

However, there are still some weaknesses of our proposed approach. First, SPDs and their corresponding AAPDs and FPDs can only be interpreted subjectively. Thus, knowledge about the process under consideration and motivations behind the structure of SPDs is crucial. Although we’ve showed that useful insights into processes can be obtained easily, further verifications involving process owners and process analysts are still needed. Second, the current log replay approach is sensitive to the look-ahead value. An unsuitable look-ahead value may lead to misleading performance measurement results. Moreover, the approach is memory-consuming, specifically when identifying the node sequences of trace of events. Currently, the memory usage is limited by allowing human analyst to set a maximum state space value. Further investigation is needed in order to minimize this risk without involving any human analysts.

Improvements can be made by predicting the look-ahead value from structural analysis of the SPD. Another alternative is to perform a modification to the approach such that the look-ahead value depends on the event under inspection, the construction of process models, and additional information which may be gained from human analysts. Another way of improvements can also be performed by modifying the definition of SPD such that there are two type of nodes in SPD: nodes that refer to sets of activities and nodes that refer to sequences of activities. With this modification, the level of subjectivity to interpret SPDs can be decreased with the risk of complicating the structure needed to describe processes. Note that this improvement may lead to modification of the currently implemented log replay.

As future work, the conversion technique from any process models to SPDs as described in Section 3.2.1 still left to be evaluated and implemented. Implementation of the technique also need to cover the implementation of GPM. In addition, based on our experiments, the most expensive computation of our implemented approach lies within node sequence identification. Other algorithms for finding a decomposition in fitting subtraces may exist such that the performance of our replay plugin can be improved. The implementation of such algorithms is also a part of our future work.
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Appendix A

KPI Formalization

This appendix provides formalizations of several KPIs that are introduced in Section 4.6 of this report.

A.1 Case-level KPIs

Case-level KPIs refer to either performance metrics which are measured on a case level (i.e. process instance) or performance metrics which can be measured from event logs without any need for process model. Let

- \( W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c) \) be an event log,
- \( C_W \) be a set of sequences of events in event log \( W \) that represents cases,
- \( S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n) \) be an SPD of the event log \( W \),
- \( tr = \langle \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle \rangle, tr \in C_W \) be a sequence of events in event log \( W \).

Several KPIs in this category are given as follows:

1. Case throughput time

Let \( thr_c \) be a function that accepts a sequence of events \( tr = \langle \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle \rangle \in C_W \) and returns \( t(e_k) - t(e_0) \), the calculated statistical values are formalized as:

- The average case throughput time: \( \frac{\sum_{tr\in C_W} thr_c(tr)}{|C_W|} \).
- The minimum case throughput time\(^1\): \( \text{MIN}_{tr\in C_W} thr_c(tr) \).
- The maximum case throughput time\(^2\): \( \text{MAX}_{tr\in C_W} thr_c(tr) \).
- The average case throughput time of \( x\% \) cases with the lowest throughput time in \( W \), where \( 0 \leq x \leq 100 \):

\[
\frac{\sum_{tr\in \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(C_W, x)} thr_c(tr)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{min}}(C_W, x)|}, \text{ where } \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(C_W, x) \subseteq C_W, tr' \in \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(C_W, x) \Leftrightarrow \frac{|\{tr'' \in C_W \mid thr_c(tr'') \leq thr_c(tr')\}|}{|C|} \leq \frac{x}{100}.
\]

\(^1\)With \( \text{MIN} \), we denote a function which returns the minimum value from a set of values

\(^2\)With \( \text{MAX} \), we denote a function which returns the maximum value from a set of values
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• The average case throughput time of \( y \% \) cases with the highest throughput time in \( W \), where \( 0 \leq y \leq 100 \):

\[
\frac{\sum_{tr \in \text{sub}_{\text{max}}(C_W, y)} thr_c(tr)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{max}}(C_W, y)|} = \frac{y}{100}.
\]

• The average case throughput time of remainder \((100 - x - y)\%\) cases in \( W \):

\[
\frac{\sum_{tr \in \text{sub}_{\text{rem}}(C_W, x, y)} thr_c(tr)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{rem}}(C_W, x, y)|} = \frac{y}{100}.
\]

2. Number of cases

The total number of cases in \( W \): \(|C|\).

3. Number of traces

The total number of unique sequence of events that represent cases in \( W \):

\(|\text{sub}_{\text{unique}}(C_W)|\), where \( tr' \in \text{sub}_{\text{unique}}(C_W) \Leftrightarrow \#(tr', tr'' \in C_W, tr'' \in \text{sub}_{\text{unique}}(C_W) \land \#(tr') = \#(tr'') \land \forall 0 \leq i < \#(tr'), a(tr'_i) = a(tr''_i) \land et(tr'_i) = et(tr''_i))\).

4. Executed events per resource

The average number of events that is related to a resource in \( W \): \(|E|/|R|\).

5. Executed activities per resource

The average number of unique activities which is performed by a resource in \( W \):

\[
\frac{\sum_{res \in |E|} \sum_{e \in E(r(e) = res)} \#(\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle)}{|R|}.
\]

6. Number of resources per case

The average number of resources that are involved in a case in \( W \):

\[
\frac{\sum_{ca \in C} \sum_{r(e) \in E(c_a)} \#(\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle)}{|C|}.
\]

7. Number of fitting cases

The total number of sequence of events that represent a case which is also maximum fitting subtraces in \( W \) according to \( S \):

\[|\{c_W \in C_W \mid fs(S, c_W) = \text{"true"}\}|\], where \( fs \) is defined as a function that accepts an SPD and a sequence of events \( \langle e_s, ..., e_{s+l} \rangle \) and returns “true” if the sequence is fitting trace according to Definition 4.2.3 in Section 4.2.

8. Arrival rate of cases

The number of cases that arrive per time unit in \( W \):

\[
\frac{|C|}{\max_{e \in E(t(e))} - \min_{e' \in E(t(e'))}}.
\]

9. Involved resources in all cases

The total number of resources in log event \( W \): \(|R|\).

\(^3\)With \#(\langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle), we denote a function \# that returns the length of sequence \( \langle e_0, ..., e_k \rangle \).
10. Involved teams in all cases

The total number of unique set of resources that are involved in at least a case in \( W \):
\[
\left| \left\{ r(e) \mid e \in E \land c(e) = ca \right\} \mid ca \in C \right|.
\]

A.2 Process-model-related KPIs

Process-model-related KPIs can only be calculated if a process model is known in advance. In this section and its subsections, let

- \( W = (E, ET, A, R, C, t, et, a, r, c) \) be an event log,
- \( C_W \) be a set of sequences of events in event log \( W \) that represents cases,
- \( S = (W, N, L, l_a, l_n) \) be an SPD of the event log \( W \),
- \( LA \) be a look-ahead value \((LA \in \mathbb{N}_1)\),
- \( tr = \langle \langle e_0, \ldots, e_k \rangle \rangle, tr \in C_W \) be a sequence of events in event log \( W \), and
- \( m : E \rightarrow N \) be a function mapping an event to an SPD node that is obtained from decomposing \( tr \) to maximum fitting subtraces

Given the formalization above, KPIs for each category of process-model-related KPIs are given in the following sections.

A.2.1 SPD-Node-related KPIs

Suppose that an SPD node \( n \in N \) is selected as the node under inspection, formalization of several SPD-node-related KPIs that can be measured are given as follows:

1. Node activation frequency

The total number of events in \( C \) that refers to node \( n \):
\[
\left| \left\{ e \in E \mid m(e) = n \right\} \right|.
\]

2. Node initialization frequency

The total number of cases in \( C \) that starts with an event that refers to node \( n \):
\[
\left| \left\{ cw \in C_W \mid m(cw_0) = n \right\} \right|.
\]

3. Node termination frequency

The total number of cases in \( C \) that ends with an event that refers to node \( n \):
\[
\left| \left\{ cw \in C_W \mid m(cw_{\#cw-1}) = n \right\} \right|.
\]

4. Number of performers

The total number of unique resources in \( C \) that are related to at least an event in \( C \) that refers to node \( n \):
\[
\left| \left\{ r(e) \mid e \in E \land m(e) = n \right\} \right|.
\]

\(^4\text{With } tr_x, \text{ we denote the event with index } x \text{ in the sequence of events } tr\)
5. Relative frequency in a case
The total number of events in $C$ that refers to node $n$ per case: $\frac{|\{e \in E \mid m(e) = n\}|}{|C|}$

6. Node throughput time
The time spent to work on an instance of node $n$. Let $ni = (\epsilon_{i_0}, ..., \epsilon_{i_j})$ be an instance of node $n \in N$ in the sequence of events $tr$. The throughput time of node instance $ni$ is calculated as $t(\epsilon_{i_j}) - t(\epsilon_{i_0})$. Let $NI$ be a set of all instances of node $n$ in $C$.
The calculated statistical values are formalized as follows:
- The average node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$:
  $$\frac{\sum_{n_i \in NI} t(n_i) - t(n_i)}{|NI|}.$$  
- The minimum node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$:
  $$MIN_{n_i \in NI} t(n_i) - t(n_i).$$  
- The maximum node throughput time of all instances of node $n$ in $C$:
  $$MAX_{n_i \in NI} t(n_i) - t(n_i).$$  
- The average node throughput time of $x\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$ with the lowest node throughput time, where $0 \leq x \leq 100$:
  $$\frac{\sum_{n_i \in submin(NI,x)} t(n_i) - t(n_i)}{|submin(NI,x)|},$$  
  where $submin(NI,x) \subseteq NI$. Let $ni' \in NI$, $ni' \in submin(NI,x)$:
  $$|\{ni'' \in NI \mid (t(ni'') - t(ni)) \leq t(ni'' - t(ni))\}| \leq \frac{x}{100}.$$  
- The average node throughput time of $y\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$ with the highest node throughput time, where $0 \leq y \leq 100$:
  $$\frac{\sum_{n_i \in submax(NI,y)} t(n_i) - t(n_i)}{|submax(NI,y)|},$$  
  where $submax(NI,y) \subseteq NI$. Let $ni' \in NI$, $ni' \in submax(NI,y)$:
  $$|\{ni'' \in NI \mid (t(ni'') - t(ni)) \geq t(ni'' - t(ni))\}| \leq \frac{y}{100}.$$  
- The average node throughput time of remainder $(100 - x - y)\%$ instances of node $n$ in $C$:
  $$\frac{\sum_{n_i \in subrem(NI,x,y)} t(n_i) - t(n_i)}{|subrem(NI,x,y)|},$$  
  where $subrem(NI,x,y) = NI \setminus (submin(NI,x) \cup submax(NI,y))$.

A.2.2 Edge-related KPIs
Suppose that an SPD edge $l \in L$ which connects a source node $n_1$ to a destination node $n_2(n_1, n_2 \in N)$ is the edge under inspection, edge-related KPIs which can be calculated for $l$ are given as follows:

1. Edge frequency
The total number of times a control is passed from instance of node $n_1$ to instance of node $n_2$ in $C$: $|\{(e_1, e_2) \in E \times E \mid m(e_1) = n_1 \land m(e_2) = n_2 \land e_1 \succ_e e_2\}|$.

2. Edge move time
Move time from node $n_1$ to an instance of node $n_2$ is the total time spend to route a process control from an instance of node $n_1$ to an instance of node $n_2$ in $C$. Let $MT = \{(e_1, e_2) \in E \times E \mid m(e_1) = n_1 \land m(e_2) = n_2 \land c(e_1) = c(e_2) \land e_1 \succ_e e_2\}$ be
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a set of pairs of events where control is passed from an instance of node \( n_1 \) to an instance of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \). The calculated statistical values are formalized as follows:

- The average move time of all pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances:
  \[
  \frac{\sum_{(e_1,e_2) \in MT} (t(e_2) - t(e_1))}{|MT|}.
  \]

- The minimum move time of all pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances:
  \[
  \text{MIN}_{(e_1,e_2) \in MT} t(e_2) - t(e_1).
  \]

- The maximum move time of all pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances:
  \[
  \text{MAX}_{(e_1,e_2) \in MT} t(e_2) - t(e_1).
  \]

- The average move time of \( x\% \) pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances with the lowest move time, \( 0 \leq x \leq 100 \):
  \[
  \frac{\sum_{(e_1,e_2) \in \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(MT,x)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{min}}(MT,x)|},
  \]
  where \( \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(MT,x) \subseteq MT \). Let \( e'_1, e'_2 \in E, (e'_1, e'_2) \in MT \), \( (e'_1, e'_2) \in \text{sub}_{\text{min}}(MT,x) \) if
  \[
  \left| (e'_1, e'_2) \right|_{MT} \leq \left| (e_1, e_2) \right|_{MT} \leq x \cdot 100.
  \]

- The average move time of \( y\% \) pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances with the highest move time, \( 0 \leq y \leq 100 \):
  \[
  \frac{\sum_{(e_1,e_2) \in \text{sub}_{\text{max}}(MT,y)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{max}}(MT,y)|},
  \]
  where \( \text{sub}_{\text{max}}(MT,y) \subseteq MT \). Let \( e'_1, e'_2 \in E, (e'_1, e'_2) \in MT \), \( (e'_1, e'_2) \in \text{sub}_{\text{max}}(MT,y) \) if
  \[
  \left| (e'_1, e'_2) \right|_{MT} \geq \left| (e_1, e_2) \right|_{MT} \leq y \cdot 100.
  \]

- The average move time of remainder \( (100-x-y)\% \) pairs of instances of node \( n_1 \) and instances of node \( n_2 \) in \( C \) where process control is passed from \( n_1 \) instances to \( n_2 \) instances:
  \[
  \frac{\sum_{(e_1,e_2) \in \text{sub}_{\text{rem}}(MT,x,y)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{\text{rem}}(MT,x,y)|},
  \]
  where \( \text{sub}_{\text{rem}}(MT,x,y) = MT \setminus (\text{sub}_{\text{min}}(MT,x) \cup \text{sub}_{\text{max}}(MT,y)) \).

3. Edge Violating frequency

This KPI can be formalized as \(|\{(e_1,e_2,e_3) \in E \times E \times E | m(e_2) = n_1 \land m(e_1) = m(e_3) = n_2 \land e_1 \vdash e_3 \land t(e_1) < t(e_2) < t(e_3) \land c(e_1) = c(e_2) = c(e_3) \land \not\exists e_4 \in E \ e_4 \geq c e_2 \land \not\exists e_5 \in E \ e_5 \geq e_2\}|\).

A.2.3 Two-nodes analysis

Given two nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 (n_1, n_2 \in N) \), several performance metrics which can be derived specific to the two nodes are:

1. Source-target pair frequency

The total number of cases in \( C \) where two events, each refers to node \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \), respectively, occur. This can be formalized as:

\[
|\{c(e_1) | e_1 \in E \land e_2 \in E \land m(e_1) = n_1 \land m(e_2) = n_2 \land c(e_1) = c(e_2)\}|
\]
2. Number of fitting cases

The total number of unique cases in C where two events, each refers to node $n_1$ and $n_2$ occur, and the sequence of events that form the cases are also maximum fitting subtraces. This can be formalized as: $|\{c(e_1)|e_1 \in E \land e_2 \in E \land m(e_1) = n_1 \land m(e_2) = n_2 \land c(e_1) = c(e_2) \land mfs(S, c(e_1)) = "true"\}|$, where $mfs$ is defined as a function that accepts an SPD and a sequence of events $(e_1, \ldots, e_{s+l})$ and returns "true" if the sequence is fitting trace according to Definition 4.2.3 in Section 4.2.

3. Sojourn time

The Sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ in a case in $C$ is defined as the time spent between the moment the first event that refers to node $n_1$ occurs in the case and the moment the first event that refers to node $n_2$ occurs in the same case. Let $SJ = \{(e_1, e_2) \in E \times E \mid m(e_1) = n_1 \land m(e_2) = n_2 \land c(e_1) = c(e_2) \land \exists e' \in E \mid c(e_1) = c(e_1') \land t(e_1') < t(e_1) \land m(e_1') = n_1 \land \exists e'' \in E \mid c(e_2) = c(e_2') \land t(e_2') < t(e_2) \land m(e_2') = n_2\}$ be a set of pairs of events as basis of sojourn time calculation between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$, the calculated statistical values are formalized as follows:

- The average sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of all cases in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\frac{\sum_{(e_1, e_2) \in SJ} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|SJ|}$.

- The minimum sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of all cases in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\min_{(e_1, e_2) \in SJ} t(e_2) - t(e_1)$.

- The maximum sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of all cases in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\max_{(e_1, e_2) \in SJ} t(e_2) - t(e_1)$.

- The average sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of $\%$ cases with the lowest sojourn time in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\frac{\sum_{(e_1, e_2) \in \text{sub}_{min}(SJ, x)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{min}(SJ, x)|}$, where $\text{sub}_{min}(SJ, x) \subseteq SJ$. Let $(e_1', e_2') \in E$, $(e_1', e_2') \in SJ$, $(e_1', e_2') \in \text{sub}_{min}(SJ, x)$ if and only if $[(e_1, e_2) \in SJ \land (t(e_1') - t(e_1)) \leq (t(e_2') - t(e_2))] \leq x$.

- The average sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of $\%$ cases with the highest sojourn time in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\frac{\sum_{(e_1, e_2) \in \text{sub}_{max}(SJ, y)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{max}(SJ, y)|}$, where $\text{sub}_{max}(SJ, y) \subseteq SJ$. Let $(e_1', e_2') \in E$, $(e_1', e_2') \in SJ$, $(e_1', e_2') \in \text{sub}_{max}(SJ, y)$ if and only if $[(e_1, e_2) \in SJ \land (t(e_1') - t(e_1)) \geq (t(e_2') - t(e_2))] \leq y$.

- The average sojourn time between node $n_1$ and node $n_2$ of remainder $(100 - x - y)$% cases in $C$ where there is an event which refers to node $n_1$ and another event which refers to node $n_2$: $\frac{\sum_{(e_1, e_2) \in \text{sub}_{rem}(SJ, x, y)} t(e_2) - t(e_1)}{|\text{sub}_{rem}(SJ, x, y)|}$, where $\text{sub}_{rem}(SJ, x, y) = SJ \setminus (\text{sub}_{min}(SJ, x) \cup \text{sub}_{max}(SJ, y))$. 
Appendix B

Implementation Design

In this appendix, the architectural design and the classes for all implemented plugins are explained. We divide the explanations to two sections. Section B.1 provides explanations about SPD plugins whose main functions are to visualize SPDs and to provide a convenient GUI to map SPD nodes to activities in event logs. Section B.2 covers all plugins related to the log replay plug-in, including the visualization plug-in of both FPD and AAPD.

B.1 SPD Plug-in

An SPD is basically a directed graph consisting of nodes and arcs. In the ProM framework, an abstract implementation of directed graphs is already provided inside package org.processmining.models.graphbased.directed. Therefore, to implement SPDs, we extend the classes and interfaces in the package as shown in Figure B.1.

Abstraction of a directed graph is provided by the class DirectedGraph. The class uses the class AbstractDirectedGraphNode and the class AbstractDirectedGraphEdge as an abstraction of graph node and edge, respectively. All classes which extend the class DirectedGraph are mostly implemented as interfaces. Therefore, we also implement SPD interface as an extension of the class DirectedGraph. The interface is implemented by the class SPDImpl, which then uses the abstract class SPDNode as representation of an SPD node and the abstract class SPDEdge as a representation of an SPD edge. An instantiable class for node of the graph is implemented as class SPDNodeElement, while an instantiable class for the edge is implemented as class SPDArcElement. In addition, as most directed graphs in ProM have a factory class, the class SPDFactory is also implemented as a factory class for SPD.

To store the mapping from nodes in an SPD to activities in an event log, the class LogSPDConnection is created as an extension of the class AbstractLogModelConnection which is provided in the framework (see Figure B.2). The class AbstractLogModelConnection stores the mapping between nodes in a graph and activities in an event log. Therefore, it is suitable to store the mapping between SPD nodes and activities in an event log. To enable user maps activities in the event log to nodes in the SPD, a GUI class SPDEditorPanel and an SPD visualizer class SPDVisualization are created. The class SPDVisualization has the visualize() method which accepts
both an SPD and an event log as its input parameters (or only an SPD if there is a connection object which links the SPD to the event log). If the SPD is not linked to the event log, an object of class SPDEditorPanel provides a mapping panel so that a user can map the nodes of the SPD to the activities in the event log. After all SPD nodes are mapped, the object of class SPDEditorPanel creates an object of class LogSPDConnection to store the mapping between the SPD nodes and the event log in the ProM’s Object Pool. A screenshot of a visualized object of class SPDEditorPanel is shown in Figure B.3.
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To replay a log in an SPD, we need an event log object and an SPD object whose nodes are already mapped to activities in the event log object. As the mapping between activities and nodes in an SPD is stored in a connection object, the connection object is also required to replay the log. These three inputs are used to generate an FPD and an AAPD with all related KPIs. Before the implementation of the log replay is described, first we provide the implementation of both FPD and AAPD as the models to project performance information. The implementation of both models is explained in Section B.2.1. Then, the implementation of log replay classes is explained in Section B.2.2.

B.2.1 Models to Project Performance Information

The design of the classes to represent an FPD is shown in Figure B.4. For simplicity, methods of all classes in the figure are not shown. All methods in the classes are basically getter and setter methods for their attributes. Similar to SPDs, FPDs are basically directed graphs consist of nodes and arcs. Therefore, FPDs can be implemented just like SPDs, i.e. using the same set of superclasses which are already provided by the ProM framework as implementation of SPDs.

An FPD is represented as an interface class `FPD` which extends the class `DirectedGraph`. The real implementation of the FPD lies in the class `FPDImpl`. Node and edge class for the FPD are extended from class `FPDNode` and class `FPDEdge`, respectively. A factory class is also constructed with the name `FPDFactory`. Notice that unlike the class `SPDNode`, class `FPDNode` has many attributes to store performance information. The class `FPDEdge` also has several attributes to store performance information.

The design of classes to implement AAPD is presented in Figure B.5. AAPD can be seen as a directed graph with invisible arcs. An element in AAPD is similar to a node in a directed graph. Therefore, as can be seen in the figure, the implementation of AAPD is similar to the implementation of both FPD and SPD. The main
difference between AAPD and both FPD and SPD is that AAPD elements are set to have a static position.
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B.2.2 Log Replay Plug-in

In order to replay an event log on an SPD, several classes are implemented as shown in Figure B.6.

The main class that responsible to perform the log replay is the class FPDAAPDLogReplayer. To perform a log replay, apart of an event log and an SPD, an object of the class LogSPDConnection which links the event log and the SPD is also required. Log replay is performed mainly with the help from two other classes: the interface class IFPDNodeLogIdentifier and the class AbstractFPDAAPDCalculator.
The former is an interface for classes which identify which node in an SPD is referred to by an event in an event log. Our approach to identify nodes is implemented in the class `FuzzyFPDNodeLogIdentifier` that implements the interface class `IFPDNodeLogIdentifier`.

The class `AbstractFPDAAPDCalculator` is a superclass of all classes which are responsible to calculate all performance information based on sequences of SPD nodes. In the class, several basic methods to calculate performance information are provided. The class `AbstractFPDAAPDCalculator` is an abstract class that implements class `IFPDCalculator`, an interface which describes several methods to calculate performance information in an FPD. The class `FuzzyFPDAAPDCalculator` is implemented as an extension of the abstract class and is responsible to calculate performance information which is projected onto either FPD or AAPD.

To add flexibility to performed log replay, the `replayLog` method of the class `FPDAAPDLogReplayer` may accept several parameters: object of class that implements interface `IFPDNodeLogIdentifier`, object of class that implements interface `ILifecycleTransitionChecker`, and object of subclasses of the abstract class `AbstractFPDAAPDCalculator`. Both parameters `IFPDNodeLogIdentifier` and `AbstractFPDAAPDCalculator` enable node identification and performance calculation to be performed in various way by simply passing suitable subclasses. The `ILifecycleTransitionChecker` is an interface for classes to validate whether transitions from an activity’s state to another state are valid based on a transactional model in use. In this thesis, the class which checks whether activity state transition is valid is the class `StandardLifecycleTransitionChecker`.

The class `FuzzyFPDAAPDCalculator` is responsible to calculate all performance information from a sequence of SPD nodes. Its `updateCalculation` method accept the sequence as input parameter and calculates all of the performance information. After all traces are calculated, the `finalizeCalculation` method is executed to calculate the values of performance metrics which can only be calculated after all traces are analyzed (e.g. average throughput time of a case). The class `FuzzyFPDAAPDCalculator` uses the interface `IFPDNodeInstanceAAPDCalculator` to calculate both FPD-related and AAPD-related KPIs. This interface is implemented by the class `FPDNodeInstanceAAPDCalculator`. Again, the purpose of having an interface (interface `IFPDNodeInstanceAAPDCalculator`) rather than a class is to make other possible approaches to be easily implemented in the future. Finally, the class `TwoNodesPerformanceCalculator` is implemented to calculate performance analysis related to pair of nodes in the output FPD.

Log replay produces several objects which are then stored in the `Object Pool`. The objects are instances of these classes (see Figure B.7):

- **FPD**, the class represents an FPD and performance information projected onto it.
- **AAPD**, the class represents an AAPD and performance information projected onto it.
- **CaseKPIData**, the class stores all case-related KPIs.
- **FPDElementPerformanceMeasurementData**, the class stores all FPD-node-related KPIs and FPD-edge-related KPIs.
• **TwoFPDNodesPerformanceData**, the class stores all performance metrics which are specific for pair of FPD nodes.

• **GlobalSettingsData**, the class stores global configuration to visualize performance information (e.g. time unit).

![Figure B.7: Classes to store the result of log replay](image)

In order to link the objects which are produced from a single log replay, two connection classes are implemented. The first connection class, **FPDAAPDConnection**, links an FPD and an AAPD. The second connection class, **FPDLogReplayConnection**, links all objects which result from the log replay.

### B.2.3 Performance Information Visualization

After all performance information is calculated, the next step is to visualize the information in a user-friendly manner. The first performance information to be visualized is FPD-related information. In order to visualize all performance metrics related to an FPD in a compact way, we refer to the concept of performance dashboard. A common performance dashboard consists of several panels. One of the panels provides an overview about performance of all activities, and the other panels provide detailed information about performance. In our case, the main panel of the dashboard shows the FPD, and the other panels provide KPI values that are related to it. Screenshot of the implemented dashboard is given in Figure B.8.

The design of classes which forms the visualization in Figure B.8 is shown in Figure B.9. The class **FPDVisualization** is the main **Visualizer** class which accepts an FPD object. The `visualize()` method of the class accepts the FPD object and returns an object of class **FPDInformationPanel** which represents the GUI. The main panel of the GUI is implemented using class **JGraphVisualizationPanel** which is already provided by the ProM framework. This class visualizes graphs which are extended from class **DirectedGraph**, including their zooming panel and navigation panels.

For additional panels, several classes are implemented, each represents a group of similar information. Case-level KPIs are visualized in a panel which is provided by the class **CaseKPIInformationPanel**. The class **ElementPerformancePanel** is a superclass of both class **EdgePerformancePanel** and class **NodePerformancePanel**.
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and each visualizes FPD-node-related performance information and FPD-edge-related performance information, respectively. Finally, the class \texttt{TwoNodesInformationPanel} visualizes two-nodes-analysis performance information.

Other than the previously mentioned classes to visualize performance information, some other classes are needed to help them performing their function. The class \texttt{TextualInfoPanelGenerator} class helps the generation of textual information (see Figure B.10), while the class \texttt{StatisticTableGenerator} helps the generation of table information (see Figure B.11). The class \texttt{GlobalSettingsData} stores the information about time unit which is used to show performance information and percentage bounds which are going to be visualized for several per-
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Performance information. Hence, it is used by several classes. The object of class `GlobalSettingsDataVisualization` visualizes objects of class `GlobalSettingsData` with the help of the class `GlobalSettingsDataPanel` so that user can modify the values in the objects.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>TIME UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000 cases</td>
<td>minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of failed sequences</th>
<th>Number of filling cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,000 sequences</td>
<td>5,000 cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executed events per resource</th>
<th>Arrival rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8,556 events/resource</td>
<td>0.18972131 case/time unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executed activity per resource</th>
<th>Number of involved resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8976 activities/resource</td>
<td>16 resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of resource per case</th>
<th>Number of involved teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.001</td>
<td>212 teams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure B.10: Example of textual information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Throughout Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>138.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>66.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile 25.00%</td>
<td>74.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile 50.00%</td>
<td>249.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile 75.00%</td>
<td>474.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B.11: Example of table information

Visualization of AAPD follows the way FPD is visualized. AAPD is visualized in a dashboard consisting of three parts: the top, the middle, and the bottom part. The AAPD graph is visualized on the top part of the dashboard, while the bottom part provides the detail of performance information related to the AAPD (see Figure B.12). The middle part of the dashboard provides a combo box to change the focus element of the displayed AAPD and several slide controls to adjust the appearance of the AAPD graph, e.g. X-coordinate scaling (distance between elements), element width scaling, and element height scaling.

Design of the classes to implement the AAPD visualization in Figure B.12 is shown in Figure B.13. The main class that is responsible to visualize an AAPD object is the class AAPDVisualization. The `visualize()` method of the class accepts an object of class `AAPD` and returns an object of class `AAPDInformationPanel` which represents the GUI. Similar to the main panel of FPD visualization, the GUI is implemented using the class `JGraphVisualizationPanel`.

When any of the AAPD scales are adjusted using any of the sliders in the middle panel, a new AAPD graph is generated. To generate a new AAPD, the class `AAPDGraphGenerator` is used. The class `AAPDStatisticPanel` generates tables which are used to show performance values, such as throughput time table, queuing time table, and service time table. This class also utilizes the class `AAPDStatisticTableGenerator` to perform its task generating the tables. When a table is generated, an object of class `GlobalSettingsData` is used to adjust the time unit for all performance values which are shown.
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Figure B.12: AAPD visualization

Figure B.13: AAPD visualization class design
Appendix C

User Manual

This appendix provides a brief user manual for all ProM plugins which are implemented in this thesis, including the SPD Miner plug-in that was not a part of the implementation work reported in this thesis.

C.1 SPD Miner Plug-in

C.1.1 Introduction
The SPD Miner plug-in accepts an event log object and constructs an SPD object based on the event log using the Fuzzy k-Medoid clustering approach. This plug-in accepts a user-defined value to determine how many clusters are generated from the event log object. Beside the SPD object, this plug-in also creates a connection object that links the object to the event log object. The plug-in produces random outputs from event logs, i.e. two SPD objects which are both constructed from the same log object using this plug-in may not be similar in terms of nodes and arcs.

C.1.2 Using SPD Miner Plug-in
To use the SPD miner plug-in, we need an event log object in the Provided Objects panel of ProM. Suppose that such object exists in the panel, right-click on the object and select “Available Plugins” > “Mine SPD Model (Default Summary, user-specified clusters)” (see Figure C.1). A user dialog which ask for the number of clusters to be generated will be shown (see Figure C.2). Choose one of the values provided by the displayed combo box, and then click “OK”. The selected value determines how many SPD nodes will exist in the constructed SPD object. Note that the maximum value in the combo box is always equal to the number of activities in the event log, and the minimum value in the combo box is always equal to 1.

After all previous steps are performed, the plug-in starts to calculate the SPD of the log. During the process, a progress bar is shown in the Plugin panel as shown in Figure C.3. The result of the plug-in is an SPD object which is stored in Provided Objects panel. In addition, the plug-in also creates a connection object that links the SPD object to the event log object.
C.2 SPD Visualization Plug-in

C.2.1 Introduction

This plug-in visualizes SPD objects and their node mapping to activities in event log objects. An example of a visualized SPD object is shown in Figure C.4. As seen in the figure, the SPD is displayed on the top panel of the GUI. On the right side of the SPD, there is a zooming panel to adjust the size of SPD being shown on the screen. In addition, small panel on top of the zooming panel can be used to navigate through the displayed SPD quickly. The user can drag the red box in the small panel to the desired part of the SPD which wants to be visualized. Clicking on a displayed SPD node will make the node’s label and all activities which the node refers to visualized on the bottom panel.

SPD Visualization plug-in accepts an SPD object to be visualized and an event log object. This plug-in does not only visualize the SPD object, but also provides an interface to map nodes in the SPD object to activities in the event log object if such mapping does not exist before. The three buttons in the bottom panel: “Add Mapping”, “Remove Mapping”, and “Update Node Mapping” can be used to create such mapping. All three buttons are only enabled if there is no mapping between the nodes in the selected SPD object and the activities in the selected event log object. After all nodes in the SPD object are mapped to activities in the event log object, these three buttons are disabled.
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C.2.2 How to Use

C.2.2.1 Visualize SPD

To visualize an SPD object, right-click on the SPD object to be visualized. The SPD object should be located on the Provided Objects panel. Then, click “Show” (see Figure C.5a). If there is no event log object which is linked to the SPD object, an error message will be displayed as shown in Figure C.6. If there is such event log object, one of the event log object which is linked by a connection object is selected. Then, the SPD object and the mappings between the activities in the selected log object and the nodes in the SPD object are visualized as shown in Figure C.4.

(a) Variant 1 (without event log object as input parameter)
(b) Variant 2 (with event log object as input parameter)

Figure C.5: How to use SPD Visualization plug-in

Figure C.6: Error message if there is no event log which is mapped to the selected SPD

An SPD object can be linked to more than one event log objects. To show a specific pair of SPD object and event log object, select both objects from the list of objects in Provided Objects panel by simply clicking them. Use button “Ctrl”
or “Shift” to select more than one object in the panel by holding the button while clicking at the desired objects. Then, right-click on any of the selected object and click “Show” (as shown in Figure C.5b).

C.2.2.2 Mapping SPD nodes to activities

Mapping between the SPD nodes in an SPD object and the activities in an event log object can only be performed if there is no connection object in ProM’s Object Pool which links both objects. To do the mapping, select both the event log object and the SPD object from the Provided Objects panel. Right click on one of the selected objects and click “Show” (see Figure C.7). Suppose that there is no connection object that links the two objects, the same display as Figure C.4 will be shown with all the three mapping-related buttons set to enabled.

![Figure C.7: The first step of mapping SPD nodes to activity](image)

To map an SPD node to one or more activities, click the node on the top panel. The details of the node will be shown in the bottom panel. Then, select the activities to be mapped to the node from the available selection list which is located on the left side of the bottom panel. Click the “Add Mapping” button to move the selected activities to the selected mapping list. Then, click the “Update Node Mapping” button to save the mapping. In a similar way, we can remove one or more activities from the selected mapping list and place it back to the selected activities list using the “Remove Mapping” button. Repeat the mapping steps to map all nodes in the SPD object to activities in the event log object.

Only after all nodes in the SPD object are mapped to activities, a dialog window appears as shown in Figure C.8. Click “OK” to close the dialog. After the dialog is closed, all three mapping-related buttons are disabled and a connection object that links the SPD object and the event log object is created.

![Figure C.8: Popup window after all nodes are mapped](image)
C.3 Event Log Replay Plug-in

C.3.1 Introduction

The log replay plug-in calculates KPI values of a process based on the process’ event log and an SPD which describes the process. This plug-in accepts both an event log object and an SPD object. Both objects must be linked, i.e. there is a connection object in the Object Pool which links the SPD object and the event log object. This plug-in produces five different objects, consisting of four objects that store the performance values of the process and an object to store visualization configuration values. These objects include an FPD object, an AAPD object, and a Global settings object, each can be visualized by a different plug-in.

C.3.2 How to Use

There are two variants of this plug-in. The first variant requires only an SPD object as its input. This variant searches a connection object which links the SPD object to any log object. If such an object is not found, the plug-in throws an exception message which is displayed in the ProM’s Message Panel. The second variant of this plug-in requires both an SPD object and an event log object. The same exception message is thrown if there is no connection object which links the SPD object to the event log object.

To use the first variant of this plug-in, select an SPD object from the Provided Objects panel. Right click on the object and select “Available Plugins” > “Replay Log in Simple Precedence Diagram (SPD) (From SPD)” as shown in Figure C.9.

Then, a dialog window will appear as shown in Figure C.10. Select the look-ahead value and then click “OK”.

Another dialog window will be shown as in Figure C.11. Insert the value of maximum generated states before random selection is performed during maximum fitting subtrace identification phase of the log replay. Note that the inserted value must be positive integer. After that, click “OK” to start replaying the event log object on the SPD object.

Replay process takes some time, depending on the complexity of the event logs and the values of input parameters. Progress of the replay process is shown in the Plugins panel as shown in Figure C.12. After the plug-in finishes processing, six new
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C.4.1 Introduction

This plug-in visualizes an FPD object and all related-performance values. The plug-in accepts an FPD object and visualizes it together with FPD-related performance values. The plug-in also creates a connection object which links all of the six objects.

objects are added to the Provided Objects panel as the outputs of the replay: the FPD object, the Case KPI data object, the Elements’ performance object, the Two nodes performance object, the AAPD object, and the Global settings object (see Figure C.13). Beside the six objects, the plug-in also creates a connection object which links all of the six objects.

To use the second variant of this plug-in, select an event log object and an SPD object from the list of objects in the Provided Objects panel. Then, right-click on any of the selected objects and perform the same steps as already explained for the first variant.

C.4 FPD Visualization

C.4.1 Introduction

This plug-in visualizes an FPD object and all related-performance values. The plug-in accepts an FPD object and visualizes it together with FPD-related performance values.
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Figure C.13: Output objects of log replay plug-in

information. The information is obtained from other objects which are linked to
the object: the Case KPI data object, the Elements’ performance object, the Two
nodes performance object, and the Global settings object.

The FPD object is visualized in a performance dashboard style, as shown in
Figure C.14. FPD is shown in the top left panel. The top right panel provides a
zoom panel with a slider to help the user adjust the zoom level of the displayed
FPD. On top of the zoom panel, there is a small navigation panel that shows the
whole FPD and the part of the FPD which is currently shown (it is indicated by
the red box). The bottom panel displays detailed performance information which is
related to the FPD.

Figure C.14: FPD visualization

There are three types of information which are provided in the bottom panel. The
first is the case-level information type that provides various KPIs of a process that
can be calculated without a process model. This information is shown in the “Case
KPI” tab. The second type of information is element-related KPIs that provides
various performance information related to nodes and edges of the displayed FPD.
This information is shown in the “Element Performance” tab. Finally, the third
type provides performance information which relate two nodes in the displayed FPD.
This type of information is provided in the “Two Nodes Performance” tab.
C.4.2 Performance Information

Each tab in the bottom panel of the FPD visualization panel provides different types of information. Details of information provided by each tab is given as follows:

Case-level KPIs Panel

Case-level KPIs Panel is shown in Figure C.15. In general, this panel provides information of performance of cases in an event log and information about the log. The information include:

- **Case throughput time**: The time spent to handle a case in the event log, including the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average throughput time of the fastest $m\%$ cases, the slowest $n\%$ cases, and the rest $(100 - m - n)\%$ cases are also provided. The values of both $m$ and $n$ can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.

- **Number of cases**: The total number of cases in the event log.

- **Number of taken sequences**: The total number of unique traces of events from all cases in the event log.

- **Executed events per resource**: The average number of events that is correlated to a resource in the event log.

- **Executed activities per resource**: The average number of unique activities which is performed by a resource.

- **Number of resources per case**: The average number of involved resources in a case.

- **Number of fitting cases**: The total number of traces of events in all cases which is also maximum fitting subtraces.

- **Arrival rate**: The average number of cases that arrive per time unit.

- **Number of involved resources**: The total number of resources in the log event.

- **Number of involved teams**: The total number of unique set of resources which are allocated to a trace in the event log.

![Figure C.15: The Case-level KPIs panel](image-url)
Element Performance

Element performance panel provides information related to the nodes and the edges of the displayed FPD. The information can be categorized to node-related KPIs and edge-related KPIs. Node-related KPIs are displayed as shown in Figure C.16, and edge-related KPIs are displayed as shown in Figure C.17.

![Figure C.16: Example display of Node-related KPIs panel](image1)

![Figure C.17: Example display of Edge-related KPIs panel](image2)

Given a node in an FPD as a node under inspection, the node-related KPIs of the node are given as follows:

- **Node activation frequency**: The total number of events in an event log which is mapped to the node.
- **Node initialization frequency**: The total number of cases which is started with an event which is mapped to the node.
- **Node termination frequency**: The total number of cases which is ended with an event which is mapped to the node.
- **Number of performers**: The total number of unique resources which is correlated with any event which is mapped to the node.
- **Number of cases with this node**: The total number of cases in which there is an event which is mapped to the node.
- **Relative frequency in a case**: The node activation frequency per case.
- **AND-join frequency**: The total number of times where the node has AND-join semantics.
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- **AND-split-frequency**: The total number of times where the node has AND-split semantics.

- **OR-join frequency**: The total number of times where the node has OR-join semantics.

- **OR-split frequency**: The total number of times where the node has OR-split semantics.

- **XOR-join frequency**: The total number of times where the node has XOR-join semantics.

- **XOR-split frequency**: The total number of times where the node has XOR-split semantics.

- **Node throughput time**: The time spent to perform instances of the node, including the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average node throughput time of the fastest $m\%$ cases, the slowest $n\%$ cases, and the rest $(100 - m - n)\%$ of the cases are also provided. Value of both $m$ and $n$ can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.

- **Node waiting time**: Suppose that there is a set of node instances $E_{\text{pred}}$ which need to be executed before an event which corresponds to the node can be executed. Waiting time is defined as the time between the latest moment when all events in $E_{\text{pred}}$ is finished and the moment the first event which is mapped to the node occurs. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average node waiting time of the fastest $m\%$ cases, the slowest $n\%$ cases, and the rest $(100 - m - n)\%$ cases are also provided. Value of both $m$ and $n$ can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.

- **Node synchronization time**: Suppose that all node instances in a set of node instances $E_{\text{pred}}$ need to be executed before an event which refers to a node instance is executed, where an instance of the node under inspection is also in $E_{\text{pred}}$. Synchronization time is the time between a moment the latest event in $E_{\text{pred}}$ is finished and the moment the node instance of the node under inspection is finished. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average node synchronization time of the fastest $m\%$ cases, the slowest $n\%$ cases, and the rest $(100 - m - n)\%$ cases are also provided. Value of both $m$ and $n$ can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.

Given an edge which connects a source node $n_1$ to a destination node $n_2$, the edge-related KPIs which are provided are given as follows:

- **Frequency**: The total number of times a process control was passed from the instance of node $n_1$ to the instance of node $n_2$.

- **Edge move time**: The time spend to pass process control from the source node $n_1$ to the destination node $n_2$. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average of the fastest $m\%$ cases, the slowest $n\%$ cases, and the rest $(100 - m - n)\%$ cases are also provided. Value of both $m$ and $n$ can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.
• **Violating frequency**: The total number of times when a new instance of the source node \( n_1 \) occurs without gaining any control from other node instance while an instance of the destination node \( n_2 \) has a process control.

## Two Nodes Performance

Two nodes performance panel provides KPI values which focus on only a pair of FPD nodes. The panel is shown in Figure C.18. Several KPIs which are provided in this panel for a pair of nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are given as follows:

![Figure C.18: Example display of the Two Nodes Performance panel](image)

- **Source-target pair frequency**: The total number of traces of events in an event log where two events, each refers to node \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \), respectively, occurred.
- **Number of fitting cases**: The total number of traces in all cases where the trace is also a maximum fitting subtrace.
- **Sojourn time**: The time spent between the first occurrence of events which correspond to node \( n_1 \) and the first occurrence of events which correspond to node \( n_2 \) in a case where the two events exist. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time. In addition, the average of the fastest \( m\% \) cases, the slowest \( n\% \) cases, and the rest \((100 - m - n)\% \) cases are also provided. Value of both \( m \) and \( n \) can be modified by modifying the *Global setting* object.
C.4.3 How to Use

To use the FPD visualization plug-in, right click on an FPD object which is located in the *Provided Objects* panel. Then, select "Show" (see Figure C.19). A similar panel as shown in Figure C.14 will be shown. To see case-related KPIs, click on the "Case KPI" tab. Similarly, to see the Element-related KPIs and the Two nodes performance KPIs, click on the "Element Performance" tab and the "Two Nodes Performance" tab, respectively.

![Figure C.19: How to use the FPD visualization plug-in](image)

To show the KPI values which are related to a node or an edge, first, click on the "Element Performance" tab. Then, click on either the node or the edge of interest in the displayed FPD. The KPI values for the selected element will be shown at the bottom panel. We can also adjust the boundary values which are used to determine the performance color of nodes or edges using the yellow and green boxes which are located on the right side of the bottom panel. Figure C.20a shows the boxes that can be used to adjust boundary values which are related to FPD nodes, and Figure C.20b shows the boxes that can be used to adjust boundary values which are related to FPD edges. To change the boundary value, click on the box. A dialog window will be shown. Insert the new boundary value in the dialog, and then click "OK". As an example, Figure C.21 shows the dialog which is shown when the green box to adjust the Throughput Time performance boundary of a node is clicked.

To show KPI values which are related to two nodes, click on the "Two Nodes Performance" tab. Then, select the source node and the target node using the provided combo box at the bottom panel. After that, click the "Calculate KPI" button to show the KPI values. As another alternative, the nodes can also be selected using the visualized FPD nodes. To select a source node, rather than using...
the provided combo box, click an FPD node which is displayed on the top panel after clicking the radio button beside the "Select source node" label (see Figure C.22). The selection of a target node can also be performed in the same way as the selection of a source node, except that the radio button that must be clicked is the one beside the "Select target node" label.

Figure C.22: Example of a selected radio button beside the "Select source node" label

C.5 AAPD Visualization

C.5.1 Introduction

This plug-in visualizes an AAPD object and all related-performance values. The plug-in accepts an AAPD object and visualizes it together with AAPD-related performance information. Similar to the FPD visualization plug-in, this plug-in also utilize the Global settings object.

The AAPD object is visualized as shown in Figure C.23. An AAPD is shown in the top left panel. The top right panel provides a zoom panel with a slider to help the user adjust the zoom level of the displayed AAPD. On top of the zoom panel, there is a small navigation panel that shows the whole AAPD and the part of the AAPD which is currently shown (it is indicated by the red box). The middle panel provides a combo box to select the focus element of the AAPD and several sliders, each to adjust the scaling of the displayed AAPD. The scaling include horizontal distance (X-distance), element width, and element height. The bottom panel displays detailed performance information which is related to the displayed AAPD.
C.5.2 Performance Information

The information which is provided by the AAPD visualization plug-in can be described as follows:

- **Activity Instances Frequency (Act. Inst. Freq.):** The total number of activity instances of an element which occurs in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occur.

- **Case Frequency (Case Freq.):** The total number of cases of where activity instances of an element occurs in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occur.

- **Aggregated-activities Throughput time:** The time a resource spend to perform an activity instance which refers to an element in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occur. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time.

- **Aggregated-activities Queuing time:** The time a scheduled activity which refers to an element spends waiting for a resource to become available in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occur. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time.

- **Aggregated-activities Service time:** The time that resources spend on doing an activity instance which refers to an element in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occurs. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of
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the average time.

- **Aggregated-activities Start time:** The time between the moment first event in cases occurs and the moment first event in the activity instance which refers to an element occurs in the cases where activity instances of the focus element occur. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time.

- **Aggregated-activities Intersection time:** The time span when an activity instance which refers to an element and an activity instance which refers to the focus element in the same case are performed in the same time. The provided time include the minimum time, the maximum time, the average time, and standard deviation value of the average time.

C.5.3 How to Use

To use the AAPD visualization plug-in, right click on an AAPD object which is located in the **Provided Objects** panel. Then, select “Show” (see Figure C.24). A similar panel as shown in Figure C.23 will be shown.

![Figure C.24: How to use the AAPD visualization plug-in](image)

To adjust the visualization of AAPD, the three sliders which are provided in the middle panel can be used (see Figure C.25). The first slider can be used to adjust the horizontal distance between elements and the focus element on the displayed SPD. The distance is scaled logarithmically, such that the elements with average starting time close to the average start time of the focus element look relatively closer than they should, while the elements with average starting time far from the focus element look relatively further than they should. The second slider can be used to adjust the width of elements in a linear scale, and the third slider is used to adjust the height of elements in a linear scale.

![Figure C.25: The three sliders to adjust AAPD visualization](image)

To change the focus element of the displayed AAPD, use the combo box which is located on the left side of the sliders components. Select the focus element from the
available items. After selection, a new AAPD with the selected element as the focus element will be shown in the top panel. The throughput time, start time, service time, waiting time, and intersection time for each element is shown by selecting one of the items in the combo box just beside the “Select KPI” label.

Similar to the FPD visualization plug-in, AAPD visualization plug-in provides boxes that can be used to adjust performance boundary values of throughput time the focus element. Figure C.26 shows the boxes that can be used to adjust the boundary values. To change the boundary value, click on the box. A dialog window similar to the dialog in C.21 will be shown. Insert the new boundary value in the dialog, and then click “OK”.

Figure C.26: Boxes to adjust the performance color of AAPD element

C.6 Global Setting GUI

C.6.1 Introduction

This plug-in visualizes a Global settings object which are used by both FPD visualization plug-in and AAPD visualization plug-in and provide an interface to modify the values of the variables. This plug-in only requires a Global settings object. Example of the visualization of the object is shown in Figure C.27.

![Global settings object visualization](image)

Figure C.27: Global settings object visualization

A Global settings object stores information of the time unit which is used to visualize both FPD and AAPD performance values. It also stores information of percentage boundaries which are used to show detailed statistical performance tables, such as throughput time of cases table and waiting time of a node table. As an example, Figure C.28 shows the throughput time of a case table from the “Model-independent KPIs” panel. In the figure, the percentage boundary for fast cases is 32%, while the percentage boundary for slow cases is 12%. This means that the average case throughput time value in column “Throughput time” with corresponding property “Fastest 32.00%” is calculated based on 32% of the cases with the fastest
throughput time, and the average case throughput time value in column “Throughput time” with corresponding property “Slowest 12.00%” is calculated based on only 12% of the cases with the slowest throughput time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Throughput time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>362,893.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>176,783.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>105,755.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastest 32.00%</td>
<td>53,631.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowest 12.00%</td>
<td>333,124.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest 56.00%</td>
<td>213,430.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.28: Example of a detailed statistical performance table

C.6.2 How to Use

To display a GUI that can be used to modify the values of properties within a Global settings object, right click the object on the Provided Objects panel. Then, select “Show” as shown in Figure C.29. After this, the object will be visualized as shown in Figure C.27.

To change the value of time unit and percentage boundaries, select the time unit value using the provided combo box and enter the new value of percentage boundaries. The sum of both percentage boundaries must not be more than 100. Then, click “Apply Settings” to adjust the value. After the click, a popup window will be displayed as shown in Figure C.30. Click “OK” to close the window. In order to see the effect of the values modification of Global settings object, close all opened panels and then use either FPD visualization to visualizes FPD objects or AAPD visualization plug-in to visualizes AAPD objects. The time unit and percentage will be shown according to the values of variables in the Global setting object.
Figure C.30: Popup window after Global settings object is successfully modified
Appendix D

Evaluation

In this appendix, we provide additional information on the evaluations reported in Chapter 7. Evaluations consist of semantic identification evaluation and plug-in correctness evaluation.

D.1 Semantics Identification Evaluation

D.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this evaluation is to identify to what extent our log replay approach manages to identify splits/joins semantics of SPD nodes.

D.1.2 Procedure

To perform the evaluation, two Petri nets as shown in Figure D.1 and Figure D.2 are created in the CPN Tools. In order to generate event logs with various event types as described in our transactional model (see Section 2.2.1) each transition in both Petri nets is implemented using 5 different transitions as described in Figure D.3. Notice that with the division to 5 different transitions, an activity instance is always started with event type “schedule” and ended with event type “complete”. The log which is generated from the Petri net in Figure D.1 is referred to as TestNet1completeLog, and the log which is generated by the Petri net in Figure D.2 is referred to as TestNet2completeLog.

Figure D.1: Petri net 1 for evaluation
Before log replay can be executed, we need SPDs to represent each of the Petri nets in figures D.1 and D.2. Based on the conversion approach in Section 3.2.1, the SPDs are shown in figures D.4 and D.5, respectively. To generate these two SPDs, we implement a plug-in for each SPD which generates the SPD and put it in the Object Pool. Note that we have to map each SPD node to activities manually before log replay can be executed.

Then, event logs are replayed in the created SPDs. Log replay is performed several times, each with a different value of look-ahead window. We choose the value of look-ahead window equal to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. The limit of state space is set to 5000 for all experiments. Node semantics which are identified during log replay are recorded and compared to the correct semantics.

Based on the Petri net in which each SPD was generated from, the correct semantics are given as follows:

- Nodes of the SPD in Figure D.4:
  - XOR-split: node A, node C
  - AND-split: node B, node E, node G, node F, node D
  - XOR-join: node C, node H
  - AND-join: node B, node D, node E, node F, node G

- Nodes of the SPD in Figure D.5:
D.2. Multi-level of Abstraction Evaluation

D.2.1 Purpose

This evaluation is performed to validates the correctness of log replay implementation. In this evaluation, we check whether the replay log approach gives consistent performance values whenever it is used to extract performance information of a single process which is represented by several process models, each with a different level of abstraction.

D.2.2 Procedure

Several SPDs, each with different level of activity abstraction, are created to show the same process as Petri net in Figure D.1. These SPDs are shown in Figure D.6. Then, TestNet2completeLog is replayed in each of the SPDs. Consistency of performance values generated from the log replay in each experiments is then investigated.

D.2.3 Result

Based on our experiments, log replay in different process models with a different level of abstraction of the same process provide a consistent result. Average throughput
Figure D.6: SPDs of the Petri net in Figure D.1, each with a different level of activity abstraction

time of a node which aggregates several nodes in the model with one lower level of abstraction always the same with the average time spent between the moment the first event which refers to any of the abstracted nodes occurs and the moment the last event which refers to any of the abstracted nodes occurs. Hence, our log replay is successfully validated.